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W
hile India's recent slowdown is partly rooted in external causes, domestic causes are also important. The strong post-financial-crisis stimulus led to stronger growth in 2009-

10 and 2010-11. However, the boost to consumption, coupled with supplyside constraints, led to higher inflation. Monetary policy was tightened, even as external headwinds

to growth increased. The consequent slowdown, especially in 2012-13, has been across the board, with no sector of the economy unaffected. Falling savings without a

commensurate fall in aggregate investment have led to a widening current account deficit (CAD). Wholesale price index (WPI) inflation has been coming down in recent months.

However, food inflation, after a brief slowdown, continues to be higher than overall inflation. Given the higher weightage to food in consumer price indices (CPI), CPI inflation has

remained close to double digits. Another consequence of the slowdown has been lower-than-targeted tax and non-tax revenues.

With the subsidies bill, particularly that of petroleum products, increasing, the danger that fiscal targets would be breached substantially became very real in the current year. The

situation warranted urgent steps to reduce government spending so as to contain inflation. Also required were steps to facilitate corporate and infrastructure investment so as to ease

supply. Several measures announced in recent months are aimed at restoring the fiscal health of the government and shrinking the CAD as also improving the growth rate. With the

global economy also likely to recover somewhat in 2013, these measures should help in improving the Indian economy's outlook for 2013-14.

ECONOMIC SURVEY

2012-13

n Following the slowdown induced by the

global financial crisis in 2008-09, the In-

dian economy responded strongly to fis-

cal and monetary stimulus and achieved

a growth rate of 8.6 per cent and 9.3 per

cent respectively in 2009-10 and 2010-11.

However, with the economy exhibiting in-

flationary tendencies, the Reserve Bank

of India (RBI) started raising policy rates

in March 2010.

n High rates as well as policy constraints ad-

versely impacted investment, and in the

subsequent two years viz. 2011-12 and

2012-13, the growth rate slowed to 6.2

per cent and 5.0 per cent respectively.

n Nevertheless, despite this slowdown, the

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for

gross domestic product (GDP) at factor

cost, over the decade ending 2012-13 is

7.9 per cent.

n The moderation in growth is primarily

attributable to weakness in industry

(comprising the mining and quarrying,

manufacturing, electricity, gas and water

supply, and construction sectors), which

registered a growth rate of only 3.5 per

cent and 3.1 per cent in 2011-12 and

2012-13 respectively.

n The rate of growth of the manufacturing

sector was even lower at 2.7 per cent and

1.9 per cent for these two years respec-

tively. Growth in agriculture has also been

weak in 2012-13, following lower-than-

normal rainfall, especially in the initial

phases (months of June and July) of the

south-west monsoon.

n After achieving double-digit growth con-

tinuously for five years and narrowly miss-

ing double digits in the sixth (between

2005-06 and 2010-11), the growth rate of

the services sector also declined to 8.2 per

cent in 2011-12 and 6.6 per cent in 2012-

13. In 2011-12 the sector that particularly

slowed within the services sector was

Trade, Hotels, and Restaurants, Transport

and Communications, and its growth fur-

ther declined in 2012-13. Activities in this

sector, being forms of derived demand,

tend to grow at a slower rate with the

slowdown of economic activity in the in-

dustry and agriculture sectors.

n Why has the economy slowed down so

rapidly despite recovering strongly from

the global financial crisis? A number of

factors are responsible. First, the boost

to demand given by monetary and fiscal

stimulus following the crisis was large.

Final consumption grew at an average of

over 8 per cent annually between 2009-

10 and 2011-12. The result was strong

inflation and a powerful monetary re-

sponse that also slowed consumption de-

mand.

n Second, starting in 2011-12, corporate

and infrastructure investment started

slowing both as a result of investment

bottlenecks as well as the tighter mon-

etary policy. Thirdly, even as the economy

slowed, it was hit by two additional

shocks: a slowing global economy,

weighed down by the crisis in the

n Euro area and uncertainties about fiscal

policy in the United States, and a weak

monsoon, at least in its initial phase.

n As growth slowed and government rev-

enues did not keep pace with spending,

the fiscal deficit threatened to breach the

target. With government savings falling,

and private savings also shrinking, the

CAD--which is the investment that cannot

be financed by domestic savings and has

to be financed from abroad--also wid-

ened. In the rest of this chapter, the sta-

tistical underpinnings of the

macroeconomy are analysed followed by

the rationale behind the government's

policy for macroeconomic stabilization

and restoring growth, in addition to the

macroeconomic outlook and possible

risks to the outlook.

n The Economic Survey does not just

analyse the economy; it is also a detailed

record of major developments in the

economy. So the macroeconomic analy-

sis will be followed by a summary tour of

the other chapters in the Survey.

ASPECTS OF GROWTH

n In the last decade, growth has increas-

ingly come from the services sector,

whose contribution to overall growth of

the economy has been 65 per cent, while

that of the industry and agriculture sec-

tors has been 27 per cent and 8 per cent

respectively.

n Figure 1.1 shows the contributions of

these sectors to the overall growth of the

economy from 2003-04 to 2012-13.

n Figure suggests that for achieving an an-

nual growth rate of 9 per cent or higher,

all the three major sectors of the

economy have to perform well. Growth

in agriculture, while small in overall con-

tribution, does distinguish years of strong

overall growth from years of more mod-

erate growth. The two larger sectors are,

of course, important to overall growth. In

the high growth years of 2005-06 to 2007-

08 as well as in 2009-10 and 2010-11, the

rate of growth of both the industry and

services sectors was over 9 per cent.

Within the industry sector, the manufac-

turing sector in particular, outperformed

most other sectors of the economy in

these years. Its growth averaged 11.6 per

cent between 2005-06 and 2007-08 and

10.5 per cent for the years 2009-10 and

2010-11. It is clear from the foregoing

analysis that for growth to be strong, the

contribution from the industry sector, and

in particular from the manufacturing sec-

tor, has to increase in the years to come.

This is also important from the point of

view of absorbing surplus labour from the

agriculture sector.

n The general pattern over recent years has

been that, in years of sharply higher

growth, GDP growth at market prices ex-

ceeds GDP at factor cost and the reverse

is true in years of slow growth.

n GDP at factor cost is GDP at market prices

less indirect taxes plus subsidies. Part of

the reason for the differences in growth

at factor costs and at market prices lies in

the fact that the growth of indirect taxes

tends to fall in a slowdown while the ex-

penditure on subsidies often increases.

This reduces the growth of net indirect

taxes, which is the difference between the

two items, in a slowdown.

n For example, the net indirect taxes to GDP

ratio declined from an average of 8.1 per

cent between 2003-04 and 2007-08 to an

average of 5.7 per cent in 2008-09 and

2009-10, which is why GDP growth Note :

Data for 2012-13 is as per Advance Esti-

mates released by CSO at factor cost was

higher in 2008-09 than GDP growth at

market prices.

n As per the Advance Estimates released by

the CSO, the rate of growth in terms of

GDP at market prices (at 2004-05 prices)

is expected to be 3.3 per cent for 2012-13

as against 6.3 per cent in 2011-12 . The

growth rate declined significantly on ac-

count of the reduction in investment rate

and lower growth of exports vis-à-vis that

of imports. The rate of growth of con-

sumption expenditure and particularly

that of private final consumption expen-

diture has generally been more stable than

investment, except in 2012-13.

QUARTERLY ESTIMATES OF GROWTH

n OF GDP 1.13  gives the quarterly growth

rates of GDP at factor cost (at constant

2004-05 prices) in major sectors of the

economy for 2010-11, 2011-12, and the

first two quarters of 2012-13. The slow-

down was broad-based in 2011-12 and has

become more so in the first half of 2012-13.

n Quarterly GDP growth rate in India de-

clined in each of the successive quarters

between the fourth quarter of 2010-11

and the fourth quarter of 2011-12.

n Growth in H1 of the current year works

out to 5.4 per cent, while the CSO's Ad-

vance Estimate for growth for 2012-13 is

5.0 per cent. Let us now analyse some of

the key elements of aggregate demand

to see why the economy has slowed.

PRIVATE FINAL CONSUMPTION

EXPENDITURE

n Private final consumption expenditure

accounts for about three-fifths of GDP at

market prices. An increase in people's dis-

posable income tends to reduce the share

of food in total consumption (the National

Sample Survey Organization's [NSSO] Sur-

vey on Consumption Expenditure pro-

vides clear evidence of the downward

trend in share of food in total consump-

tion). Expectedly, therefore, the growth

rate of expenditure on the food, bever-

ages, and tobacco group is lower than that

of total private final consumption expen-

diture, resulting in a reduction in its share

from 40 per cent in 2004-05 to 31.2 per

cent in 2011-12.

n In the current year, private final consump-

tion expenditure has slowed considerably,

from 8 per cent in 2011-12 to 4.1 per cent

in 2012-13.

n The rate of growth of production of a large

number of consumer durables declined

significantly, e.g. private vehicles from

23.2 per cent in April-November 2011 to

- 5.6 per cent in April-November 2012.

Similarly, the growth rate of production

of consumer durables for mass consump-

tion declined from 12.2 per cent in April-

November 2011 to 3.3 per cent in April-

November 2012.

n Part of the reason for the general slow-

down in consumption could be that

higher inflation tends to reduce real dis-

posable incomes of households.

n Growth of durable goods consumption

(under the assumption that growth of

consumption for these items would not

be significantly different from the growth

in production) may have slowed even fur-

ther recently, because high interest rates

and resulting  high monthly instalments

restrained purchases. At the same time,

the seasonally adjusted consumer non-

durable index of industrial production

(IIP), which is typically a smoother series

than durable goods production, has been

picking up since August 2012.

Bill Gates, Amazon's Bezos

among tech's top billionaires
The founder of Microsoft's remains the second-richest person in the world. According to

Forbes' latest list of the world's top billionaires, Bill Gates was worth $67 billion in 2013,

second only to Mexico's Carlos Slim and his $73 billion.

Oracle CEO Larry Ellison was the only other tech name in the top five, worth $43 billion.

Several notable tech leaders appeared on the Forbes' billionaires list. Amazon.com CEO Jeff

Bezos finished at 19th on the list with $25.2 billion, followed by Google co-founders Larry

Page ($23 billion) and Sergey Brin ($22.8 billion) at 20th and 21st, respectively.

Among the other familiar tech names in the top 100:

49. Dell CEO Michael Dell ($15.3 billion)

51. Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer ($15.2 billion)

53. Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen ($15 billion)

66. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg ($13.3 billion)

69. Samsung chairman Lee Kun-Hee ($13 billion)

Zuckerberg and Facebook co-founder Dustin Moskovitz are the world's youngest billionares

at 28 years old. Facebook representation was high on the young billionaires list, with co-

founder Eduardo Saverin and former president and Napster co-founder Sean Parker also

appearing.

Also making a cameo: Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey, who now runs the mobile payment

service Square.

Why protest in Bangladesh
At least 16 people have died in clashes in Bangladesh at the start of a strike called over a

death sentence given to an Islamist party leader. Delwar Hossain Sayeedi, of Jamaat-e-Islami,

was sentenced on charges including murder, rape and torture during the war of indepen-

dence in 1971. Thursday's sentence sparked riots that have left about 60 people dead.

The Islamists say the tribunal is politically motivated, something the Bangladesh govern-

ment denies. Jamaat-e-Islami called a two-day strike across the country, beginning on Sun-

day, in protest at the court ruling.

Troops were called in in the northern district of Bogra, where police said thousands of Jamaat

activists armed with sticks and home-made bombs attacked police outposts early on Sun-

day. At least eight people were killed and dozens hurt in clashes in the district.

There were at least two further deaths in the north-western town of Godagari.

Border guards and police opened fire on protesters who were attacking police with sticks

and stones, an official told. And another three people died in the Joypurhar district, the

Daily Star newspaper said.

Police have fought pitched battles with supporters of the Islamist party in many parts of the

country. Three people were killed in Chittagong on Saturday and Jamaat-e-Islami has ac-

cused the police of firing without provocation.

The Bangladeshi government rejected the criticism, saying violence against civilians and

police officers would not be tolerated.

In the capital, Dhaka, on Saturday, activists clashed with riot police, who used tear gas and

rubber bullets to disperse them. Bangladesh is now a burning hell. Everyone lives here with

fear” "The police were trying to control the situation, but they were having stones and

other objects throw at them," he said.

"People in the street are very, very afraid of Jamaat-e-Islam. I am scared. Evening time is

the worst; from 7pm to 9pm it is very dangerous

in the street."

Our correspondent says the intensity of the back-

lash against the sentences has surprised many in

Bangladesh, and security forces are struggling to

bring the situation under control as it is difficult to

predict which districts the violence will spread to.

The streets of the capital remain largely calm as

the strike takes effect, although roads are empty

and businesses closed in many parts of the country, with people are staying indoors for fear

of more violence, he says. The US has expressed concern about the violence and has ap-

pealed for the protests to be peaceful.

The special war crimes tribunal is trying those accused of collaborating with Pakistani forces

and committing atrocities during the country's independence war in 1971.

The tribunal is trying a total of nine Jamaat leaders and two members of the opposition

Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP). The BNP has also called for a nationwide strike, to take

place on Tuesday.  Earlier this month, another Jamaat leader, Abdul Kader Mullah, was sen-

tenced to life for crimes against humanity. In January, former party leader Abul Kalam Azad

was found guilty in absentia of eight charges of crimes against humanity and sentenced to

death. However, human rights groups have said the tribunal falls short of international stan-

dards. With Jamaat threatening more protests, there are increasing concerns over political

stability in the country, our correspondent says.
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INVESTMENT

n The growth rate of the economy since 2003-04 has been strongly correlated with invest-

ment rate.

n The investment rate averaged 34.5 per cent between 2003-04 and 2011-12, much higher

rate than before.

n As can be seen from Tables 1.1 and 1.2, the real growth rate in the economy averaged

9.5 per cent per annum during 2005-06 to 2007-08, which were also the years when the

growth rate of investment in real terms averaged around 16 per cent. Similarly, the aver-

age growth rate of the economy was close to 9 per cent per annum in 2009-10 and 2010-

11, with the growth rate of investment averaging around 16.2 per cent in these two

years. The rate of growth of GDP was lower in the years when growth rate of investment

was low, as was the case in 2008-09 and 2011-12.

n As can be seen from Table 1.5, the private sector is the major source of investment in the

country. Within the private sector there are two categories of investors, viz. the private

corporate sector and household sector. Figure 1.3 gives the share of these sectors, along

with the investment of the public sector and valuables, in total investment.

n Since 2004-05, the year when the overall investment rate in the economy first exceeded

30 per cent, the share of public investment in total investment (excluding valuables) has

remained fairly stable at around 24 per cent for all the years, except in 2008-09 and

2009-10 when it was 27.6 per cent and 26.5 per cent respectively. The increase in these

years could be attributed to the fiscal stimulus provided by the government in order to

overcome the slowdown in the economy in 2008-09 following the global slowdown.

n As per the First Revised Estimates released by the CSO in January 2013, gross domestic

capital formation as a ratio of GDP at current market prices (investment rate) is esti-

mated to be 35.0 per cent in 2011-12 as against 36.8 per cent in 2010-11. Both public

and private investment declined as a share of GDP. Within private investment, invest-

ment by the private corporate sector registered a sharper decline.

n The reduction in private investment could be attributed to a number of factors. First is

the increase in policy rates (to combat inflation and inflationary expectations). Between

March 2010 and October 2011, the RBI raised the repo rate by 375 basis points (bps),

thus raising the cost of borrowings in a bid to reduce demand. Another reason for lower

private investment could be lower demand for Indian exports from the rest of the world,

particularly the advanced countries. A third possible reason for lower corporate invest-

ment is policy bottlenecks (such as obtaining environmental permissions, fuel linkages,

or carrying out land acquisition, see Box 1.1), which led to a number of large projects

becoming stalled, which may in turn have discouraged new investment. In what follows,

the recent trends in various components of investment are discussed to understand the

decline in overall investment rate.

n Between 2004-05 and 2011-12, on an average, the share of the household sector and

the private corporate sector in total private investment has been more or less equal.

However, there are large fluctuations from year to year, with the share of the private

corporate sector being significantly higher in the high growth years of 2005-06 to 2007-

08 and much lower in the years when growth was lower, particularly in 2008-09 and

2011-12. Investment by the private corporate sector, at current prices, was lower by

nearly ` 90,000 crore in 2011-12 as compared to 2010-11. Consequently, the share of

private corporate investment in total investment declined to 29.8 per cent in 2011-12 as

against 36.1 per cent in 2010-11. Parenthetically, the magnitude of decline was much

larger in 2008-09, when private corporate investment declined by nearly ̀  2,25,000 crore

as compared to 2007-08.

n Further analysis of the data reveals that the reduction in investment by the private cor-

porate sector in 2011-12 was on account of a drawdown of the stocks. Unlike in 2008-09,

when the gross fixed investment in the private corporate sector declined by nearly `

1,30,000 crore vis-à-vis 2007-08, the gross fixed capital formation by the private corpo-

rate sector registered a marginal increase in 2011-12 visà- vis 2010-11. Of course, in real

terms as well as in terms of percentage of total investment, gross fixed investment of

the private corporate sector also declined in 2011-12 as against 2010-11. Given that con-

sumption grew strongly in 2009-12 even while productive investment slowed, it is not

surprising that the economy has become increasingly supply constrained.

n Investment in the form of valuables increased by nearly ` 80,000 crore in 2011-12 vis-à-

vis that in 2010-11. Valuables include works of art, precious metals, and jewellery carved

out of such metals and stones. At current prices, investment in the form of valuables

registered a nearly 4.5-fold increase between 2007-08 and 2011-12 and their share in

total investment increased from 2.8 per cent in 2007-08 to 7.6 per cent in 2011-12. A

part of the increase in this share can be explained by the surge in the prices of gold and

other valuables. However, even at constant prices, the share of valuables increased from

2.9 per cent in 2007-08 to 6.2 per cent in 2011-12, thereby pointing to larger acquisition

of valuables, including gold. Advance Estimates of CSO for 2012- 13 suggest that acquisi-

tion of valuables may have declined in real terms.

n To summarize, overall investment would have slowed further were it not for non-pro-

ductive investment such as in valuables. Particularly worrisome is the sharp slowing of

corporate investment, which is the source of future supply (needed to quell inflation)

and of future growth potential. Policies to remove investment bottlenecks as well as

structural reforms to encourage productive investment and its financing are essential,

as is more accommodative monetary policy, as inflation abates.

NET EXPORTS

n Growth in net exports can be an important source of demand. Unfortunately for India,

net exports growth has been low because of global weakness. The World Economic Out-

look (WEO) Update released by the IMF in January 2013 put the rate of growth of world

output at 3.9 per cent in 2011 and 3.2 per cent in 2012, down from 5.1 per cent in 2010.

For the advanced economies, the growth rate was much lower at 3 per cent, 1.6 per

cent, and 1.3 per cent for 2010, 2011 and 2012 respectively. The growth rate in the faster

growing emerging economies also fell over this period. Figuregives growth rates for se-

lect advanced and emerging economies for 2010 and 2012 (based on information avail-

able from the WEO).

n As a result of weak growth in trading partner countries, Indian exports also declined . In

the first half of FY 2012-13 (April- September 2012), there was a steep decline in ex-

ports. Imports did not decline as much in percentage point terms. Inelastic oil imports

were the primary reason for the relatively smaller decline  of imports. But gold imports,

which have surged in recent years on the back of higher perceived returns on gold hold-

ings, contributed significantly to imports, even though they declined in value over the

previous year. The net result was an increase in the trade deficit to 10.8 per cent of GDP

in H1 of 2012-13 vis-à-vis 9.9 per cent of GDP in H1 of 2011-12.

n The net invisibles balance (in which net service exports and remittances are prominent)

usually offsets the trade deficit. However, it also declined in dollar terms in H1 of 2012-

13 relative to H1 of 2011- 12. The increased outflow of investment income to foreigners

has also played a part in reducing net invisibles. As a result of the widening of the trade

deficit and moderation in net invisibles surplus, the CAD worsened to 4.6 per cent of

GDP during H1 of 2012-13 as compared to 4.0 per cent of GDP in H1 of 2011-12.

n With investment, consumption, and net exports all slowing in 2012-13, only an increase

in government spending could hold up economic growth. But the government deficit

had already shot up as a result of past expansionary policy to pull India out of the post

global financial crisis slump. And it increased further as slow growth diminished rev-

enues.

PUBLIC FINPUBLIC FINPUBLIC FINPUBLIC FINPUBLIC FINANCEANCEANCEANCEANCE

n Following the global financial crisis and the slowdown in aggregate demand that fol-

lowed, fiscal stimulus was injected in 2008-09 and 2009-10 and the fiscal deficit of the

centre increased to 6.0 per cent and 6.5 per cent of GDP respectively. Fiscal consolida-

tion resumed in 2010-11 with a partial withdrawal of the fiscal stimulus. With growth in

GDP recovering sharply in 2010-11, the fiscal deficit of the centre declined to 4.8 per

cent of GDP. A large part of this was on account of the growth in nominal GDP in excess

of 20 per cent.

n This momentum could not be sustained in 2011-12 as growth faltered. The fiscal deficit

of the centre widened to 5.7 per cent of GDP in 2011-12 (as per the Provisional Actuals).

The dynamic nature of the relationship between macroeconomic outcome and the fiscal

outcome was manifest thus: the sharp slowdown in industrial output led to a slowdown

in  overall GDP growth affecting tax revenues, particularly corporate income tax--the

hitherto most buoyant source; the persistence of inflation that necessitated a tight mon-

etary policy stance to rein in demand also dampened investment; subdued financial

markets that hampered the planned disinvestment programme, resulting in slippage

over Budget Estimates (BE); and continued high levels of global prices of crude oil and

fertilizers with inadequate pass through to domestic consumption led to higher-than-

budgeted subsidy outgo. Thus, the slippage in fiscal deficit in 2011-12 resulted from slip-

page of 35 per cent in revenue receipts, 23 per cent in disinvestment receipts and recov-

ery of loans, and 42 per cent in expenditure outgo.

n These macroeconomic developments broadly continued through the first half of the cur-

rent fiscal.

n Concerns were raised in many quarters about the deterioration in the fiscal position for

a second year in a row and the credibility of the fiscal policy stance. Recognizing that

some of the assumptions made at the time of budget formulation needed to be reviewed

and corrective policy measures put in place, the government appointed a committee

headed by Dr Vijay Kelkar to chalk out a roadmap for fiscal consolidation.

DOMESTIC SAVINGS

n The volume and composition of domestic savings in India have undergone significant

changes over the years. The savings rate (gross domestic savings as percentage of gross

domestic product at market prices) averaged 18.6 per cent in the 1980s and 23 per cent

in the 1990s. The savings rate exceeded 30 per cent for the first time in 2004-05 and has

remained above that level ever since. It peaked in 2007-08 at 36.8 per cent and reached

an eight-year low of 30.8 per cent in 2011-12 (the latest period for which we have com-

plete figures).

n Savings come from three sources, viz. households, the private corporate sector, and the

public sector. On average, households accounted for nearly three-fourths of gross do-

mestic savings during the period 1980-81 to 2011-12. The share declined somewhat in

recent years, and in the period from 2004-05 to 2011-12, it averaged 70.1 per cent of

total savings. Savings of the private corporate sector accounted for 15 per cent of total

savings on an average between 1980-81 and 2011-12. However, during the years 2004-

05 to 2011-12, their share increased to 23.2 per cent. The public sector accounted for 10

per cent of total savings on average between 1980-81 and 2011-12. It has been progres-

sively declining and during 2004-05 to 2011-12, public savings as a ratio of total savings

averaged 6.7 per cent. Figure 1.5 shows the trends in contribution of the household,

private corporate, and public sectors to total savings since 1980-81.

n Within households, the share of financial savings vis-à-vis physical savings has been de-

clining in recent years. Financial savings take the form of bank deposits, life insurance

funds, pension and provident funds, shares and debentures, etc.

n Financial savings accounted for around 55 per cent of total household savings during the

1990s. Their share declined to 47 per cent in the 2000-10 decade and it was 36 per cent

in 2011-12. In fact, household financial savings were lower by nearly 90,000 crore in

2011-12 vis-à-vis 2010-11. Some possible explanations for the reduction in the share of

financial savings are discussed.

n One of the reasons for the increasing share of the private corporate sector in total sav-

ings could be that there has been an increase in the total profit to output ratio from 3.5

per cent for the 1980s to 5.4 per cent in the 1990s and further to 7.7 per cent in the

2000s in the factories sector (estimated from the information available from the Annual

Survey of Industries). There has also been a reduction in certain costs, that is emolu-

ments, interest payments, and fuels as a ratio of total value of output, as can be seen

from Table 1.8. This reduction has contributed to profits and consequently higher sav-

ings of the corporate sector.

n A slowdown in the industrial sector has an impact on private corporate savings, as was

the case in 2008-09 and again in 2011-12, and the revival of this form of savings depends

on how fast industry recovers.

n Public-sector savings include savings by (a) public authorities comprising government

administration and quasi-government bodies and departmental commercial enterprises

and (b) nondepartmental commercial enterprises. The share of public savings in total

savings progressively declined from over 20 per cent in the 1980s to 7.3 per cent in the

1990s and further to 3.3 per cent in the 2000s.

n Within public savings, the share of non-departmental PSUs on an average remained in

the range of 12-13 per cent during each of the three sub-periods. The share of public

authorities in total savings declined by nearly 16 percentage points from a positive con-

tribution of 7.4 per cent in the 1980s to a negative contribution of 8.7 per cent in the

2000s. Public authorities have generally been dis-savers since 1987-88, with large dis-

savings since 1998-99.

n Despite a long-term trend decline in savings by public authorities, there have been peri-

ods of improvement. On the back of strong growth in revenues and the Fiscal Responsi-

bility and Budget Management Act of 2003, the combined fiscal deficit of both the cen-

tral and state governments declined from 9.6 per cent of GDP in 2002-03 to 4 per cent of

GDP in 2007-08. Public-sector savings as a ratio of GDP increased from - 0.3 per cent of

GDP in 2002-03 to 5 per cent in 2007-08, before declining following the fiscal stimulus in

2008-09. The significant improvement in domestic savings rate between 2003-04 and

2007-08 owed to a great extent to the increased public savings, stemming from fiscal

consolidation.

n As figure suggests, gross fixed capital formation has fallen by over 2 percentage points

between pre-crisis 2007-08 and 2011-12. However, gross domestic savings have fallen

by about 6 percentage points over the same period. So even as we have to raise invest-

ment, especially corporate investment, raising domestic savings is the safest way of fi-

nancing the increase without putting pressure on the current account balance. A large

part of the future increase in savings will have to come from increased public savings.

This will entail gradually reducing the central government's fiscal deficit from 5.8 per

cent in 2011-12 to the 3 per cent projected for 2016-17 as per the fiscal roadmap (see

previous section for details).

n Household savings will also have to be raised.

n The financial savings of the household sector are likely to improve with lower inflation,

especially as the real rate of return on financial savings rises. A greater variety of reliable

financial savings opportunities (such as inflation-indexed bonds) and relative ease of

access to them could also help in raising the share of financial savings in total savings,

reducing the attractiveness of alternatives like gold.

n Let us now turn to two important consequences of macroeconomic imbalances--prices

and the balance of payments or external position.

PRICES AND MONETARY MANAGEMENT

n Headline WPI inflation remained relatively sticky around 7 to 8 per cent in the current

financial year and moderated to a three-year low of 7.18 per cent in December 2012.

Average headline WPI inflation in 2012 (April-December) moderated to 7.55 per cent

from 9.35 per cent in the corresponding period of the previous year. The momentum

based on seasonally adjusted annualized rate (SAAR) has also been showing a declining

trend in the last couple of months for major subgroups of the WPI. The decline is mainly

due to moderation in nonfood manufacturing inflation (core as defined by the RBI). Core

inflation remains muted and declined to 4.24 per cent in December 2012 from its peak

of 8.35 per cent in November 2011. Apart from monetary measures taken by the RBI,

softening of international and domestic prices of metals, chemicals, and textiles prod-

ucts also contributed to the moderation of core inflation.

n Elevated food inflation, however, remains an area of concern with inflation gradually

inching upwards to double digits in December 2012. Unlike the previous year, when

food inflation was mainly driven by higher protein food prices, this year the pressure has

been coming mainly from cereals.

n Inflation in cereals has increased to 17.05 per cent in the third quarter of 2012-13 from

6.36 per cent in the first quarter mainly on account of an increase in prices of wheat,

rice, and maize. Besides an increase in the minimum support price (MSP) for wheat and

rice, inadequate open market availability relative to demand, particularly for wheat, has

also resulted in a build-up of price pressure and hardening of inflation for cereals. The

recent increase in onion prices in December 2012- January 2013 may also put some

pressure on primary food articles inflation. However, milk and other protein items wit-

nessed moderation in inflation in the second and third quarters of 2012-13.

n Rising food inflation has also widened the gap between inflation measured in terms of

CPIs and WPI to 3.91 percentage points in December 2012 from 1.55 percentage points

in May 2012. However, global commodity prices have remained relatively benign with

both energy and non-energy prices registering a decline until recently. As per the World

Bank's Global Economic Prospects, except for metals, most global commodity prices are

expected to decline further in 2013 and 2014, a silver lining in the tepid global recovery.

The impact of benign inflationary expectations internationally will have a moderating

impact on domestic prices.

n In the meantime though, the RBI has to weigh the costs of rapidly slowing growth against

persistent CPI inflation. To the extent that the primary component of CPI inflation is

food prices, elevated because of supply constraints, the textbook  prescription is for the

RBI to look through higher food prices even while setting rates to ensure that the 'sec-

ond round effects' as reflected in core inflation are contained--in other words, set mon-

etary policy based on the behaviour of core inflation. One worry with this more accom-

modative approach is that CPI inflation, which is what the public sees, is becoming en-

trenched in the public's expectations. A second worry is that high inflation may be caus-

ing anxious investors to shun fixed income investments such as deposits and even turn

to gold as an inflation hedge, thus contributing to the CAD. Nevertheless, to the extent

that monetary policy has limited influence over certain aspects of inflation such as food

prices, it may be appropriate for monetary policy to set rates based on what it can influ-

ence, while keeping in mind that nominal interest rates affect many aspects of the

economy other than growth and inflation.

n From the government's perspective, a major contribution to the fight against inflation

will be to reduce the fiscal impetus to demand. Also a focus on incentivizing food pro-

duction through measures other than price supports, while facilitating storage and dis-

tribution, can help contain food inflation, which is hard for the RBI to control. Policy on

price and procurement supports should be calibrated so as to not encourage more pro-

duction of crops that are already abundantly supplied. Other measures to increase in-

vestment more broadly, and therefore supply, can also help over the medium term.

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND EXTERNAL POSITION

n The CAD in the first half of 2012-13 has been 4.6 per cent of GDP. Available indications

do not seem to suggest any improvement in the current account balance in the second

half. There is a case for discouraging imports of commodities like gold and making ef-

forts to raise exports. While the government has 'thrown sand in the wheels' by raising

the tariff on gold from 4 per cent to 6 per cent in order to discourage imports and tried to

unlock passive gold holdings through gold loans, gold purchases are likely to come down

primarily when households see attractive alternative investment avenues. Lower infla-

tion will be the key. In the meantime, increasing exports at the present juncture is prov-

ing to be a more difficult task, given the slow global recovery. Greater competitiveness

of exports through greater corporate productivity as well as better logistics infrastruc-

ture will help, as will diversification towards fast growing emerging and frontier mar-

kets--which is under way. But a return  to strong export growth will depend on the re-

vival of growth in industrial countries.

n With net exports declining, India's balance of payments (BoP) has come under pressure.

So far the CAD has been financed without drawing on reserves. Net capital flows de-

clined to US$ 40.0 billion (4.8 per cent of GDP) in H1 of 2012-13 as against US$ 43.5

billion (4.8 per cent of GDP) in H1 of 2011-12. Net foreign direct investment (FDI) to
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India decreased but net portfolio flows including foreign institutional investments (FII)

increased, with early estimates suggesting an even larger inflow of US$ 9.9 billion in the

third quarter as compared to US$ 5.8 billion in the second quarter. Non-resident Indian

(NRI) deposits remained robust as did net flows of trade credit. Despite the large CAD,

therefore, there was net accretion to reserves (on BoP basis) during H1 of 2012-13 at

US$ 0.4 billion. This was, however, lower than the US$ 5.7 billion accretion in H1 of the

previous year.

n In the current fiscal, foreign exchange reserves have fluctuated between US$ 286.0 bil-

lion and US$ 295.6 billion. At end January 2013, reserves stood at US$ 295.5 billion,

indicating a marginal increase from US$ 294.4 billion at end March 2012. The rupee,

however, has been more volatile. Between April 2012 and January 2013, the monthly

average value of the rupee per US dollar fluctuated significantly, touching an all-time

low of ` 57.22 per US dollar on 27 June 2012, thus depreciating by 10.6 per cent from `

51.16 per US dollar on 30 March 2012. In the subsequent months of July to September

2012, the rupee appreciated, touching ̀  51.62 per US dollar on 5 October 2012. It began

depreciating again thereafter and the monthly average exchange rate has since been in

the range of ̀  53.02 to ̀  54.78 per US dollar during October 2012 to January 2013 (Figure

1.7). 1.60 The real effective exchange rate, which takes into account domestic inflation

in India, and is an important determinant of the competitiveness of Indian exports, has

depreciated by about 11 per cent since mid - 2011.

n India's external debt stock stood at US$ 365.3 billion at end-September 2012, recording

an increase of about US$ 20.0 billion (5.8 per cent) over the end- March 2012 level. This

increase has been primarily on account of higher NRI deposits, short-term debt, and

ECBs. These three components together contributed 94.7 per cent of the total increase

in the country's external debt.

n The maturity profile of India's external debt continues to be dominated by long-term

loans. At end-September 2012, long-term external debt at US$ 280.8 billion, accounted

for 76.9 per cent of total external debt, while the remaining 23.1 per cent was short-

term debt. Government (sovereign) external debt stood at US$ 81.5 billion, while non-

government debt amounted to US$ 283.9 billion at end-September 2012. India's exter-

nal debt has remained within manageable limits as indicated by the external debt-GDP

ratio of 19.7 per cent and debt service ratio of 6.0 per cent in 2011-12. But the trends in

size, source, maturity, and hedging of external debt bear careful monitoring. In particu-

lar, regulators will have to be careful about the tendency of some Indian corporations or

entities without substantial foreign exchange earnings to leave foreign exchange bor-

rowings un-hedged so as to get 'cheap' foreign financing. Low un-hedged foreign inter-

est rates can be deceptively enticing, leaving the borrower exposed to significantly higher

repayments if the rupee depreciates unexpectedly.

n In this context, regulators have to maintain a balance between what is of public impor-

tance and what is prudential. Areas of public importance, such as infrastructure, do de-

serve substantial support.

n However, these areas of activity may also be risky. Support should be given by de-risking

the areas (policy to speed up infrastructure projects and ease their completion), through

financial development (creating new financing institutions, attracting new investors), or

fiscal means (interest subventions, tax breaks) but not by relaxing prudential norms (lower

capital requirements, allowing un-hedged foreign borrowing) or riskier capital structures

(allowing greater debt ratios). Ultimately, riskier financing for projects of public impor-

tance builds up greater risk for the country because if these projects fail to take off, they

impinge on both growth and the financial system at the same time, at a time when the

government has fewer resources to cope.

ASSESSMENT AND POLICY MEASURES

n The strong post-financial-crisis fiscal and monetary stimulus in India led to spectacular

growth in the immediate aftermath of the crisis. But with corporate and infrastructural

investment not keeping pace, and food production constrained, the boost to consump-

tion eventually led to higher inflation. And falling savings, partly as a result of govern-

ment spending and partly as a result of high inflation, have led to a widening CAD. Mon-

etary policy has been tightened, even as global headwinds to growth have increased.

India has been caught in a vicious circle of falling growth and stimulus withdrawal that

could well exacerbate the decline. Of some concern is India's increased dependence on

foreign borrowing even as growth has slowed.

n Because of the slowdown and high levels of leverage, some industry and infrastructure

sectors are experiencing an increase in non-performing assets (NPAs). Overall gross NPAs

of the banking sector increased from 2.36 per cent of total credit advanced in March

2011 to 3.57 per cent of total credit advanced in September 2012. The increase is par-

ticularly sharp for the industry and infrastructure sectors. Sub-sectors particularly under

stress include textiles, chemicals, iron and steel, food processing, construction, and tele-

communications. The increase in gross NPAs is also significantly higher for publicsector

banks, which are typically more exposed to the distressed sectors.

n Some of the reasons for the increase in NPAs are technical (a switch to system-based

identification by public-sector banks), but stress also stems from slow growth and project

delays. A revival of growth will help contain NPAs, but going forward, more attention

will have to be paid to whether projects are adequately capitalized up front given the

risks, and to whether distress resolution systems work effectively in recapitalizing dis-

tressed assets and putting them back to work, while excising ineffective promoters from

management and imposing losses on those who contracted to take the risk.

n The way out, and the hope for starting a virtuous circle, lies in shifting national spending

from consumption to investment, removing the bottlenecks to investment, growth, and

job creation, in part through structural reforms, combating inflation both through mon-

etary and supply-side measures, reducing the costs for borrowers of raising financing,

and increasing the opportunities for savers to get strong real investment returns.

n  In practical terms for government policy, this translates into containing the fiscal deficit

especially by shrinking wasteful and distortionary subsidies. It means working on reduc-

ing the impediments to investment such as delays in getting permissions, clarifying dif-

ficult and non-transparent processes for land acquisition, and increasing access to good

infrastructure such as power and roads. It warrants reworking the regulatory and incen-

tive structure that keeps small businesses tiny and prevents them from creating good

productive jobs. It calls for reducing the barriers to entry in various areas of business and

allowing FDI, even while ensuring domestic companies are not disadvantaged. It entails

providing the incentives and means for the farmer to increase production, even while

improving the managementand the logistics of food procurement and distribution. And

it necessitates continuing financialsector reform to increase the entry of new institu-

tions, reduce transactions costs for investors, increase access for borrowers and savers

to one another, and improve the quality of regulation.

n The government has already taken some important steps in this direction,

some of which we have already alluded to. In addition, two helpful potential

developments are in sight, one on the revenue side and the other on the

expenditure side.

n The goods and services tax (GST), if approved, would replace a number of

state and central taxes, make India more of a national integrated market,

and bring more producers into the tax net. By improving efficiency as well as

revenues, it can add substantially to growth as well as helping government

finances.

n On the expenditure side, the direct benefit transfer scheme that will allow

the transfer of government benefits directly to targeted recipient bank ac-

counts can help reduce transactions costs, prevent duplication, leakage, and

fraud, and improve choices for the poor. By translating a number of subsi-

dies into equivalent cash transfers, it can avoid price distortions and can tar-

get subsidies better to the truly deserving. This will help contain expendi-

ture.

n The government has also taken a number of steps to revive investment and

growth. These comprise setting up the CCI headed by the Prime Minister to

fast-track mega projects of over 1,000 crore; a scheme for restructuring the

debts of state power distribution companies, which includes incentives for

them to charge reasonable tariffs so that they do not get over-indebted again;

movement towards a land acquisition bill that will clarify and make the pro-

cess of land acquisition fairer; permitting FDI in a number of areas including

multibrand retail, power exchanges, and civil aviation; increasing investment

in irrigation, storage and cold storage networks; and undertaking

programmes to improve the production of protein foods.

n Steps have also been taken on financial-sector reform. The Banking Laws

(Amendment) Act 2012 strengthens the regulatory powers of the RBI and

paves the way for grant of new bank licences by the RBI. The Financial Sec-

tor Legislative Reforms Commission is examining the laws governing the fi-

nancial sector with a remit to suggest ways of modernizing them. A number

of steps have been taken by the government, together with the

financialsector regulators, for easing savings and investment in the country,

both for domestic and foreign investors. More generally, India's situation is

difficult but steps have been taken to bring the macroeconomy back into

balance and growth on track. What is important is to recognize that a lot

needs to be done and the slowdown is a wake-up call for increasing the pace

of actions and reforms.

PROSPECTS, SHORT TERM AND MEDIUM TERM

n The revival of growth in the advanced countries is expected to be slow and uncertain at

least in the near future, despite the measures being taken on monetary and fiscal fronts.

In Europe, in particular, this is also being accompanied by changes in the institutional

framework. With the ongoing privatesector deleveraging and government fiscal con-

solidation, most analysts have projected only a very moderate global recovery in 2013,

which could gather steam in 2014. At the same time, if the United States can deal with

its fiscal overhang, the potential upside to global growth could be substantial, given the

health of US corporations, continuing innovation, low energy costs, and the improving

finances of households. Emerging markets can also compensate a little for tepid growth

in industrial economies, and the changing direction of Indian exports towards emerging

markets can help their revival.

n Nevertheless, it is unlikely that the support to Indian growth from the global economy

will be significant. Indeed, there are two sources of downside risk. First, India is exposed

to shifts in the risk tolerance of international investors. Second, India's import bill is

strongly tied to the price of oil.

n Of course, one reason for rising oil prices would be improvements in the global economy,

which would mean stronger exports. The more worrisome situation would be if the oil

prices rise because of geopolitical risks, which would mean increasing investor anxiety

and slow world growth.

n  The bottomline is that India cannot take the external environment for granted, and has

to move quickly to restore domestic balance. The government is committed to fiscal

consolidation. This along with demand compression and augmented agricultural pro-

duction should lead to lower inflation, giving the RBI the requisite flexibility to reduce

policy rates.

n Lower interest rates could provide an additional fillip to investment activity for the in-

dustry and services sectors, especially if some of the regulatory, bureaucratic, and finan-

cial impediments to investment are eased.

n Given such a scenario, where all the three major sectors of the economy perform better

in 2013-14 as compared to 2012-13, the overall economy is expected to grow in the

range of 6.1 to 6.7 per cent in 2013-14. Of course, these projections assume a normal

monsoon, further moderation in inflation as expected (to induce further relaxation of

the tight monetary stance), and mild recovery of global growth as anticipated. Forecast-

ing at potential turning points is difficult, hence the relatively wide range this time.

n While the current environment is difficult, the future holds promise, provided we can

answer the question that is probably foremost in the minds of India's young population:

'Where will my job come from?' In Chapter 2, we look at this question in some depth.

India is creating jobs in industry but mainly in low productivity construction and not

enough formal jobs in manufacturing, which typically are higher productivity. The high

productivity service sector is also not creating enough jobs. As the number of people

looking for jobs rises, both because of the population 'dividend' and because share of

agriculture shrinks, these vulnerabilities will become important.

n Because good jobs are both the pathway to growth as well as the best form of inclusion,

we have to think of ways of enabling their creation.

n Let us now turn to summary outlines of the chapters in the survey that focus on different

sectors and aspects of the complex economy that India is.

AGRICULTURE AND FOOD MANAGEMENT

n Indian agriculture has performed remarkably well in terms of output growth, despite

weather and price shocks in the past few years. Although agriculture, including allied

activities, accounted for only 14.1 per cent of the GDP in 2011-12, its role in the country's

economy is much bigger with its share in total employment as high as 58.2 per cent

according to the 2001 census. The declining share of the agriculture and allied sector in

the country's GDP is consistent with the normal development trajectory of any fast grow-

ing economy, but fast agricultural growth remains vital for jobs, incomes, and food secu-

rity.

n Average annual growth of the agriculture and allied sector during the Eleventh Five Year

Plan at 3.6 per cent fell short of the target of 4 per cent but was higher than the average

annual growth of 2.5 and 2.4 per cent achieved during the Ninth and Tenth Plans respec-

tively. An important reason for the dynamism of the agriculture sector has been a stepup

n in the gross capital formation (GCF) relative to GDP of this sector. Overall GCF in agricul-

ture (including the allied sector), more than doubled in the last 10 years and registered

an average annual growth of 8.1 per cent. During the Eleventh Plan period, foodgrains

production witnessed an increasing trend, except in 2009-10. During 2011- 12, total

foodgrains production reached a record of 259.3 million tonnes. Better agricultural per-

formance in the Eleventh Plan is a result of: a) farmers' response to better prices; b)

continued technology gains; and c) appropriate and timely policies coming together, e.g.

increased credit at concessional rates.

n However, the production of 2012-13 kharif crops is likely to be adversely affected by

deficiency in the south-west monsoon and resultant acreage losses.

n The output for all the major crops is expected to decline.

n Owing to good production of foodgrains in recent years and remunerative MSPs, even

states that were traditionally not procuring sufficient foodgrains, e.g. Bihar, Madhya

Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh, and West Bengal showed significant increase. In recent

years, the policy impetus provided by the government has also provided much required

stability to agricultural exports.

n India does not fare well, however, in terms of agricultural yields or productivity. Im-

provement in yields holds the key for India to remain self-sufficient in foodgrains. An-

other challenge is how to maximize agricultural income while adopting a more sustain-

able agricultural strategy. The concerns here are land and water degradation due to soil

erosion, soil salinity, waterlogging, excessive application of nutrients, and overexploitation

of water resources in some parts of the country. Better management practices for reha-

bilitation of degraded land and water resources hold the key. Expenditure on agricul-

tural research also needs to be raised in the Twelfth Five Year Plan.

n  A notable feature of the Indian agricultural sector is the domination of small farmers

with small landholdings. This poses a challenge for the adoption of farm mechanization

and generating productive incomes from farm operations. Land-related issues and imple-

mentation of land reforms require to be attended to on priority basis to revitalize the

agriculture sector. Declining per capita availability of foodgrains is another major con-

cern in India. For ensuring nutritional security, it is not only important to increase per

capita availability of foodgrains but also to ensure the right amounts of food items in the

food basket of the common man. A thrust on horticulture products and protein-rich items

is required for ensuring nutritional security.

n Another critical issue is supply-chain  management in agricultural marketing in India. It

is necessary to evolve mechanisms for linking wholesale processing, logistics, and retail-

ing with farm-production activities so as to generate enhanced efficiency, better farm

prices, etc. Recently the government allowed FDI in retail, which can pave the way for

investment in new technology and marketing of agricultural produce in India.

n There is need for stable and consistent policies where markets play an appropriate role,

private investment in infrastructure is stepped up, the public distribution system (PDS)

is revamped, food price and food stock management improves, and a predictable trade

policy is adopted for agriculture.

n These initiatives need to be coupled with skill development and better research and

development (R&D) along with improved delivery of credit, seeds, etc.

INDUSTRY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

n The capital goods sector remained weak for the second consecutive year. Negative growth

was not only experienced across the sub-sectors of the capital goods segment but was

also more persistent with only two months in the last twelve months recording positive

growth. The production of key capital goods such as machinery and equipment , electri-
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cal machinery, and transport segments contracted owing to deceleration in investment,

a decline in new projects, and import competition. High interest rates and slower growth

in household or retail credit resulted in slower growth in consumer durables.

n Sluggish industrial performance also affected corporate performance. The rate of growth

of sales of the listed manufacturing companies in the private sector declined from an

average of 28.8 per cent in the first quarter of 2010-11 to 11.4 per cent in the second

quarter of 2012-13. Interest expenditure increased significantly. Together with a decel-

eration in the rate of growth of sales, the ratio of net profit to sales also declined.

n The aggregate resource flow to industry, including credit disbursed by the banks and

money raised in domestic and overseas market through other instruments, however,

has been showing some signs for optimism. The total flow of financial resources to the

commercial sector in the current financial year so far (up to 11 January 2013) has been

higher compared to the corresponding period of the previous year.

n The eight core infrastructure industries registered a growth of 3.3 per cent during April-

n December 2012 compared to 4.8 per cent during the same period of the previous year.

The decline in growth in the current year so far is mainly on account of negative growth

witnessed in the production of coal, natural gas, and fertilizers. Among infrastructure

services, freight traffic by railways has been comparatively higher during the first eight

months of the current year. In the road sector the National Highways Authority of India

(NHAI) achieved 17.3 per cent growth in widening and strengthening of highways dur-

ing April-November 2012.

n A large number of major central-sector projects costing ` 150 crore and more are de-

layed with respect to their latest scheduled dates of completion.

n Delays in land acquisition, municipal permission, supply of materials, award of work,

operational issues, etc. continue to bog down project implementation.

SERVICES SECTOR

n The services sector is the dominant sector in most developed economies of the world

and in some developing economies such as India. The CAGR of the services sector GDP

was 10 per cent for the period 2004-05 to 2011-12. It has clearly outgrown both the

industry and agriculture sectors. In 2011-12 and 2012-13, in tune with the general mod-

eration in the economy, the growth rate of the services sector also declined. The ser-

vices sector is providing employment to more people, but employment growth is prob-

ably below the desired pace, given how productive service jobs are.

n The slowdown in the rate of growth of services in 2011-12, and particularly in 2012-13,

from the double-digit growth of the previous six years, contributed significantly to slow-

down in the overall growth of the economy. While some slowdown could be attributed

to the lower growth in agriculture and industrial activities, given the backward and for-

ward linkages with services, lower demand from the rest of the world could also have

played a part.

FINANCIAL INTERMEDIATION

n The existence of well-developed and efficient financial markets is critical for achieving

real economic growth. The country now has a vibrant and transparent financial market

in terms of market efficiency, transparency, and price discovery process.

n As far as the banking sector is concerned, the focus continues to be on reform initiatives

which will facilitate the flow of credit to critical sectors of the economy including agricul-

ture, infrastructure, micro, small and medium enterprises, housing, and export. Finan-

cial inclusion and improved accessibility of banking infrastructure remain high on the

list of priorities of the government. The performance of Indian banks during 2011-12

was conditioned to a large extent by the fragile recovery of the global financial markets

as well as a challenging operational environment on the domestic front, with persistent

high inflation and muted growth performance. Net profit growth of banks slowed down.

n Though Indian banks remained well-capitalized, concerns regarding growing NPAs per-

sisted.

n In the overall context of the evolving macroeconomic situation in the country and global

financial developments, the government in close collaboration with the RBI and Securi-

ties and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has recently taken a number of initiatives to

meet the growing capital needs of the Indian economy. Some of the initiatives taken in

this regard are launching of the Rajiv Gandhi Equity Savings Scheme (RGESS) and SME

exchange / platform, expansion of the Qualified Foreign Investors (QFIs ) Scheme to

facilitate their access to the Indian capital market, progressive enhancement in the quan-

titative limits for FIIs' investments in various debt categories, allowing refinancing rupee

loans through ECB route for Indian companies in the power sector, reduction in the with-

holding tax on interest payments on ECBs, and introducing a new ECB scheme for com-

panies in the manufacturing and infrastructure sector.

n Investment sentiment started improving in the last few months with foreign investors

reposing more confidence in the Indian economy in general and markets in particular.

During the current financial year (up to 31 December 2012), the rise in the indices stood

at 11.62 per cent for the Sensex and 11.51 per cent for Nifty. The economic and political

developments in the Euro-zone area and United States had an impact on markets around

the world including India. The temporary resolution of the 'fiscal cliff' in the US had a

positive impact on the markets.

n Further, the reform measures initiated by the government recently have been received

well by the markets.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

n Economic growth though important cannot be an end in itself. Higher standards of living

as well as of development opportunities for all, stemming from the greater resources

generated by economic growth, are the ultimate aim of development policy.

n This implies the need to bridge regional, social and economic disparities, as well as the

empowerment of the poor and marginalized, especially women, to make the entire de-

velopment process more inclusive. The draft Twelfth Five Year Plan's subtitle 'Faster,

More Inclusive and Sustainable Growth', puts the growth debate in the right perspec-

tive. The government's targeted policies for the poor, with the prospect of fewer leak-

ages, can help better translate outlays into outcomes.

n Economic growth though important cannot be an end in itself. The Twelfth Five Year

Plan, with its focus on 'Faster, More Inclusive and Sustainable Growth', puts the growth

debate in the right perspective. The government's targeted policies for the poor, with

the prospect of fewer leakages, can help better translate outlays into outcomes.

n Expenditure on social services by the general government (centre and states combined)

has increased in recent years reflecting the higher priority given to this sector. Expendi-

ture on social services increased considerably in the Twelfth Plan, with the education

sector accounting for the largest share, followed by health. As a proportion of GDP, ex-

penditure on social services increased from 5.9 per cent in 2007-08 to 6.8 per cent in

2010-11 and further to 7.1 per cent in 2012-13(BE).

n Nevertheless, India's expenditure on health as a per cent of GDP is lower than in many

other emerging and developed countries and the share of the public sector still lower.

n Poverty has declined in the country, though precisely how poverty is measured is cur-

rently being examined. Based on the methodology suggested by the Tendulkar Commit-

tee, the percentage of people living below the poverty line in the country declined from

37.2 per cent in 2004-05 to 29.8 per cent in 2009-10. Even in absolute terms, the number

of poor people declined by 52.4 million during this period. Of this, 48.1 million are rural

poor and 4.3 million urban poor. Thus poverty has declined on an average by 1.5 per-

centage points per year between 2004-05 and 2009-10.

n The annual average rate of decline during the period 2004-05 to 2009-10 is twice the

rate of decline during the period 1993-94 to 2004-05.

n 1.100 In the last few years public expenditure on social programmes increased dramati-

cally. In the Eleventh Plan period nearly 7 lakh crore has been spent on the 15 major

flagship programmes. A number of legislative steps have also been taken to secure the

rights of people, like the Right to Information Act, the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural

Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA), the Forest Rights Act, and the Right to Educa-

tion (RTE).

n However, there are also pressing governance issues like programme leakages and funds

not reaching the targeted beneficiaries that need to be addressed.

n Direct benefit transfer (DBT) with the help of the Unique Identification (UID) number

can help plug some of these leakages.

n The global economic and financial crisis which has persisted for the last five years has

not only exposed the vulnerability of almost all the countries over the globe to external

shocks, but also has lessons for development planning. Countries need to have inbuilt

social safety nets for facing such eventualities, which affect the weak and vulnerable the

most, and wipe out the fruits of growth for years.

n India with its focus on inclusive development and timely interventions has, however,

been able to weather the crisis better than many other countries.

n India is on the brink of a demographic revolution with the proportion of working-age

population between 15 and 59 years likely to increase from approximately 58 per cent in

2001 to more than 64 per cent by 2021, adding approximately 63.5 million new entrants

to the working age group between 2011 and 2016, the bulk of whom will be in the rela-

tively younger age group of 20-35 years.

n Given that it is one of the youngest large nations in the world, human development

assumes great economic significance for it as the demographic dividend can be reaped

only if this young population is healthy, educated, and skilled.

n The emphasis on human development also gains significance in the light of our major

social indicators in the recent past being less encouraging than those of our neighbours

like Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.

n Therefore policy planners in India have, over the years, engaged themselves in making

more inclusive growth and development policies, focusing on human development. This

approach has been reflected in the substantial enhancement in budgetary support for

major social-sector programmes during 2012-13 like the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak

Yojana (PMGSY), Backward Regions Grant Fund, Right to Education (RTE)-Sarv Shiksha

Abhiyan (SSA), Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan, National Rural Health Mission

(NRHM), and rural drinking water and sanitation schemes.
n

INCLUSIVE DEVELOPMENT

n This section and the one that follows examine the major dimensions of inclusive devel-

opment like poverty alleviation, employment generation, health, education, women's

empowerment, and social welfare besides reviewing the progress of important govern-

ment programmes in these sectors.

n Inclusive development includes social inclusion along with financial inclusion and in most

cases the socially excluded are also financially excluded. Many segments of the popula-

tion like landless agricultural labourers, marginal farmers, scheduled castes (SCs), sched-

uled tribes (STs), and other backward classes (OBCs) continue to suffer social and finan-

cial exclusion. The government's policies are directed towards bringing these marginalized

sections of the society into the mainstream as is also reflected in social-sector expendi-

ture by the government.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

n The year 2012 may arguably be considered a high water mark in the field of environ-

ment and sustainable development initiatives. The global community met at the UN

Conference on Sustainable Development that took place in Rio in June 2012, also mark-

ing the 20th anniversary of the landmark first Earth Summit held in 1992. The Confer-

ence reviewed the progress made, identified implementation gaps, and assessed new

and emerging challenges, which resulted in a political outcome called the 'The Future

We Want'. In India, the Twelfth Five Year Plan was launched with a focus on sustainable

growth. This along with sustainable development policies and programmes which are

being followed signalled to citizens

n at home and the world at large that India is committed to sustainable development

with equal emphasis on its three dimensions - social, economic, and environmental.

n A global comparative opinion survey shows that people in India and indeed all coun-

tries, have a marked and rising concern about sustainable development and climate

change. However, the challenges are also formidable, especially in the context of find-

ing the matching resources of the required magnitude given the economic conditions.

Climate science has rightly taken up an important position in the public debate. Even as

the science of climate change grapples with uncertanities the world is witnessing more

extreme events. The urgency for action is felt more than ever before. In contrast, though

the Doha Gateway on climate change agreed upon in December 2012 ensured that there

is continuation of a multilateral and rule-based regime to reduce emissions, the emis-

sion pledges on the table by the developed country Parties lacked ambition. Now the

Fifth Assessment Report of the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is in

the final stages of completion. With rising extreme events, and rising citizen demand,

the world has little option but to listen to the voice of evolving science and respond

adequately with strategies and policy rooted in the principles of multilateralism with

equitable and fair burden sharing.

n Though multilateral efforts on sustainable development and climate change have led to

several positive outcomes, there are still areas of concern where further work is needed

to safeguard the interests of developing countries. The key question to be addressed is

equity in the evolving arrangements. It has to be ensured that domestic goals continue

to be nationally determined even as we contribute to the global efforts according to the

principle of common but differentiated responsibilities (CBDR). More importantly, eq-

uity, fair burden sharing, and equitable access to global atmospheric resources have to

be protected and addressed more adequately.

n With the Twelfth Plan's focus on 'environmental sustainability', India is on the rig track.

However, the challenge for India is to make the key drivers and enablers of growth - be it

infrastructure, the transportation sector, housing, or sustainable agriculture - grow

sustainably. This leads us to the most vital issue: of raising additional resources for meeting

the need for economic growth with greater environmental sustainability. More often, it

is the resource crunch which is the stumbling block for developing countries like India.

While it makes efforts to efficiently and expeditiously bring price signals and other policy

instruments into play, India could do much more if new and additional finance and tech-

nology were made available through the multilateral processes.

n Sustainable Development and Climate Change was introduced as a chapter in the Eco-

nomic Survey last year for the first time. These topics remained headline news with

extreme weather events both at home and abroad. Efforts to arrive at a consensus on

what to do at home and abroad gathered momentum, even as they sailed through some

rough waters and fickle seas in many respects. In 2012 science and nature voiced a sense

of urgency for action. Yet the relevant statistics have a mixed story to tell: it strongly

accepts science but weakly reflects on the corresponding multilateral actions, suggest-

ing that a lot remains to be done on the latter.

n A volatile mix of erratic weather, natural disasters, and enormous pressures on the avail-

ability of clean air, water, and energy together with the problems of poverty and hunger

continues to be of great concern for policymakers particularly in the developing coun-

tries. There was building of the forward momentum both globally and domestically with

three high-profile events in the global arena in 2012 and launch of the Twelfth Five Year

Plan at home. The Earth Summit in Rio also popularly known as Rio + 20 celebrated its

20th anniversary, next the 11th session of the Conference of Parties (COP 11) to the

Convention on Bio Diversity (CBD), hosted by India in Hyderabad, and finally the year

closed with the 18th session of the COP to the United Nations Framework Convention

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in Doha in December.

n These international collaborations came out with balanced packages though short on

ambition but proceeding on efforts. At home we launched the Twelfth Five Year Plan

whose explicit theme was a 'faster, more inclusive and sustainable growth' process. It is

the first time that a five year plan has sustainability as a prominent focus. The Twelfth

Plan outlined lower carbon growth strategies adding momentum to the ongoing policies

and programmes of the government on environment and climate change (Box 12.1). To

add to this, State Action Plans on Climate Change (SAPCC), a recent initiative, will tune

national initiatives on the National Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) to regional,

socioeconomic and ecological conditions. The SAPCC is expected to take off as part of

the plan scheme for states (Box 12.2). With these developments, it is clear that sustain-

able development and climate change issues are being addressed on a priority basis.

n The world population crossed the 7 billion mark but with continued decline in popula-

tion growth  rates. Urbanization continues to grow with more demand for resources. A

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) study, 'Keeping Track of Our Changing

Environment: From Rio to Rio + 20 (1992- 2012)', tells the story of where the world col-

lectively stands today on the sustainability and environment front. According to this

study, both global gross domestic product (GDP) and the human development index

(HDI increased by 2.5 per cent per year) continue to increase but variation and inequali-

ties between regions still exist. The study also points to the growing pressure on agricul-

ture, water, fisheries, and land resources. Pressure on natural resources reflected in per

capita global use of natural resource materials has increased around 27 per cent be-

tween 1992 and 2005 though there has been a decline in emissions and energy and

material use per unit of output, indicating improvement in efficiency levels.

n At the same time global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions have continuously been rising.

GHG emissions measured in million metric tons of CO
2
 equivalent (MtCO2e) from 1990

to 2005 register an increase of 25.9 per cent (World Resources Institute).

n Positive and rising trends in global efforts are competing against mixed trends in the

state of the environment. In 2011, global investment in the renewable energy sector,

went up 17 per cent to $257 billion hitting another record. In terms of new capacity

added in 2011, renewable power (excluding large hydro) accounted for 44 per cent of

the total new generation capacity added worldwide up from 34 per cent in 2010 (Frank-

furt School of Finance and Management 'Global Trends in Renewable Energy invest-

ment 2012') .The global community is now working upon a set of Sustainable Develop-

ment Goals (SDGs) possibly to be integrated with Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)

for the post 2015 global policy architecture. Simultaneously the world over the past

decade has entered into many new environmental agreements. Together with the gov-

ernments the private sector has been forthcoming.

n However, multilateral and bilateral funding dedicated to environmental purposes fluc-

tuated and was faced with unmet promises to a great extent.

Climate Change at a Glance

n Ever since the industrial revolution, manmade activities have added significant quanti-

ties of GHGs into the atmosphere. Climate change is a global negative externality prima-

rily caused by the building up of GHG emissions in the atmosphere. The efforts needed

to address the climate change include mitigation of GHG emissions on the one hand and

building of adaptive capacities to cope with the adverse impacts of climate change on
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Bombardier unveils high-

stakes CSeries jetliner
Canada's Bombardier Inc (BBDb.TO) took the wraps off its $3.4 billion challenge to

industry leaders Boeing (BA.N) and Airbus (EAD.PA) on Thursday, announcing "solid

progress" on the development program for its largest plane to date.

Bombardier's single-aisle CSeries planes, promised with seating for up to 160 passen-

gers, represent the company's attempt to break into the lower end of a 100-to-200-

seat market heavily defended by its U.S. and European rivals.

China and Russia are also preparing to challenge the trans-Atlantic duopoly over the

largest segment of the global jet market, valued at $2 trillion at list prices over the

next 20 years.

Bombardier is aiming to capture 50 percent of the 100-to-149 seat aircraft sub-cat-

egory over the next 20 years - an estimated $430 billion market, said Mike Arcamone,

president of Bombardier Commercial Aircraft.

In the meantime, Bombardier is under pressure to ramp up its order book and ensure

no delays. On Thursday, company officials told an audience of executives, analysts

and reporters that the program met a number of milestones over the last few months.

"We believe today's discussions of the status of various components, tests completed

to date and the status of the flight test vehicles should help build confidence that first

flight should occur as scheduled in June," said Chris Murray, an analyst at PI Financial.

Bombardier, based in Montreal, is the world's fourth-largest plane maker, behind

Boeing, Airbus and Brazil's Embraer SA. Its hangar includes regional jets and propel-

ler planes, as well as a range of executive aircraft.

It formally unveiled its newest plane after a glitzy multimedia presentation at its

Mirabel facility near Montreal, lifting a large screen to reveal one of the aircraft.

Bathed in blue light, the white and olive-gray jet had a red-orange and white nose, its

two Pratt & Whitney engines spinning gently.

"It's not a paper airplane, it's a real airplane," Arcamone said. "It's not a re-engined

aircraft we are putting into the market ... I can tell you we are a very serious con-

tender."

The company said it was transitioning to flight testing ahead of a first flight scheduled

by the end of June. At list prices, the 110-seat CS100 costs $62 million and the 130-

seat CS300 costs $71 million. In contrast, the Boeing 737 MAX costs $82 million and

Airbus' A319 NEO costs $88.8 million. Latvia-based airBaltic is one of the first custom-

ers to purchase a higher-density 148-seat version of the plane, the company said.

Bombardier said it would also offer a CS300 with an option for up to 160 seats, either

as an initial order or as a retrofitted plane.

A big buyer is Germany's Deutsche Lufthansa (LHAG.DE), the first airline to put in a

firm order. Lufthansa Executive Vice President Nico Buchholz was present at the event,

along with executives from Swiss International Air Lines and Republic Airways.

Bombardier said executives from about 15 customers and potential customers at-

tended the event, though most asked the planemaker to keep their anonymity.

Its book currently stands at 148 firm orders, excluding a commitment for 32 CS300

jets by Russia's Ilyushin Finance Co. That order is awaiting shareholder approval, which

is expected to go through sometime this month.

That compares with 1,064 orders for Boeing's competing 737 MAX and more than

1,440 for Airbus' NEO family, although only a small fraction of those orders is for the

smaller models that compete directly with the CSeries. Arcamone, noting it already

has 14 customers, was adamant that Bombardier would meet its target of 300 firm

orders and at least 20 customers by mid-2014, when the jet enters service.

Bombardier's slowly growing order book has raised concerns that the company does

not have the appetite to lure customers with deep discounts, as Boeing and Airbus

do, or provide financing offers and walk-away rights.

"We've had some customers that we did offer launch pricing as our competition's

done, which is the industry norm. It makes economic sense," said Arcamone.

The CSeries claims a 15 percent cash operating cost advantage and 20 percent fuel

burn advantage over the Boeing and Airbus models. Its airframe is lighter.

The plane uses conventional batteries rather than the lithium ion batteries that have

caused troubles for Boeing's Dreamliner plane. "We are very glad about that deci-

sion," Arcamone said.

Airbus and Boeing have moved to defend their strong market shares by adding fuel-

saving engines similar to those on the CSeries to their own best-selling models.

That is a draw for airlines preferring to stick with existing suppliers, whose planes

pilots are already certified to fly and where spare parts are plentiful. Numerous re-

pair stations are already qualified to service the competing jets.
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The uncertainty principle can be interpreted

in either the wave mechanics or matrix me-

chanics formalisms of quantum mechanics.

Although the principle is more visually intui-

tive in the wave mechanics formalism, it was

first derived and is more easily generalized

in the matrix mechanics formalism. We will

attempt to motivate the principle in the two

frameworks.

Heisenberg's famous Uncertainty Principle

may not be as uncertain as once thought.

Researchers have applied a recently devel-

oped technique to directly measure the po-

larization of light, which overcomes some

important challenges of the principle and is

also applicable to qubits, the building blocks

of the quantum information theory.

The findings, published in the journal Nature

Photonics, used a direct measurement tech-

nique that was first developed in 2011 by

scientists at the National Research Council,

Canada. It was first created in order to mea-

sure the wavefunction, which is a way of de-

termining the state of a quantum system.

The Uncertainty Principle itself is used in

quantum mechanics. It's any of a variety of

mathematical inequalities asserting a funda-

mental limit to the precision with which cer-

tain pairs of physical properties of a particle

can be known simultaneously. This is why the

direct measurement of the wavefunction has

long seemed impossible--certain properties

of a system could only be known poorly if

other related properties were known with

precision.

The newest findings from researchers chal-

lenge this long-held belief, though. Previ-

ously, researchers only were able to use a

technique called quantum tomography to

measure the information in these states in-

directly. Yet the new technique that this ex-

periment employed allowed them to mea-

sure information directly. The scientists mea-

sured the polarization states of light, the di-

rections in which magnetic fields of the light

oscillate. The key result was that it was actu-

ally possible to measure key related variables

of a quantum particle or state directly.

So how did they do it? The researchers used

the position and momentum of light as the

indicator of the polarization state. In particu-

lar, they then used two birefringement crys-

tals, which cause a spatial separation when

light passes through them, of different thick-

nesses. One of the crystals was thicker than

the other, and the researchers were able to

take two measurements from the experi-

ment by using a technique so that the sys-

tem is not disturbed significantly after the

first property is measured. They repeated the

process several times in order to build up

accurate statistics.

In addition to challenging the Uncertainty

Principle, the scientists were also able to gain

a full, direct characterization of the polariza-

tion states of the light. It's a huge step for-

ward for quantum mechanics, and may

change the way scientists approach the field.

In the future, the researchers involved in the

study plan to apply the technique to other

systems in order to measure the form of a

"mixed" quantum state.

TTTTThe Uncerhe Uncerhe Uncerhe Uncerhe Uncertainity Principletainity Principletainity Principletainity Principletainity Principle

This is a succinct statement of the "uncer-

tainty relation" between the position and the

momentum (mass times velocity) of a sub-

atomic particle, such as an electron. This re-

lation has profound implications for such fun-

damental notions as causality and the deter-

mination of the future behavior of an atomic

particle.

Because of the scientific and philosophical

implications of the seemingly harmless

sounding uncertainty relations, physicists

speak of an uncertainty principle, which is

often called more descriptively the "principle

of indeterminacy." This page focuses on the

origins of Heisenberg's uncertainty relations

and principle.

For the uncertainty relations expressed math-

ematically, click The Uncertainty Relations.

For an account of a supporting thought ex-

periment, click The Gamma-Ray Microscope.

In a nutshell: Dresden Codak's cartoon "Lil'

Werner"

For Heisenberg's conclusions on the impact

on physics, click the Implications of Uncer-

tainty.

To hear Heisenberg recall his early thoughts

on the Uncertainty Principle, click Sound
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Erwin Schrödinger, the founder of wave me-

chanics

The origins of uncertainty entail almost as

much personality as they do physics.

Heisenberg's route to uncertainty lies in a

debate that began in early 1926 between

Heisenberg and his closest colleagues on the

one hand, who espoused the "matrix" form

of quantum mechanics, and Erwin

Schrödinger and his colleagues on the other,

who espoused the new "wave mechanics."

I knew of [Heisenberg's] theory, of course,

but I felt discouraged, not to say repelled, by

the methods of transcendental algebra,

which appeared difficult to me, and by the

lack of visualizability. -Schrödinger in 1926

Louis de Broglie, who discovered the theo-

retical existence of matter waves

Most physicists were slow to accept "matrix

mechanics" because of its abstract nature

and its unfamiliar mathematics. They gladly

welcomed Schrödinger's alternative wave

mechanics when it appeared in early 1926,

since it entailed more familiar concepts and

equations, and it seemed to do away with

quantum jumps and discontinuities. French

physicist Louis de Broglie had suggested that

not only light but also matter might behave

like a wave. Drawing on this idea, to which

Einstein had lent his support, Schrödinger

attributed the quantum energies of the elec-

tron orbits in the old quantum theory of the

atom to the vibration frequencies of electron

"matter waves" around the atom's nucleus.

Just as a piano string has a fixed tone, so an

electron-wave would have a fixed quantum

of energy. This led to much easier calcula-

tions and more familiar visualizations of

atomic events than did Heisenberg's matrix

mechanics, where the energy was found in

an abstruse calculation.

I had no faith in a theory that ran completely

counter to our Copenhagen conception.

--Heisenberg, recollection

In May 1926 Schrödinger published a proof

that matrix and wave mechanics gave

equivalent results: mathematically they were

the same theory. He also argued for the su-

periority of wave mechanics over matrix

mechanics. This provoked an angry reaction,

especially from Heisenberg, who insisted on

the existence of discontinuous quantum

jumps rather than a theory based on continu-

ous waves.

There was more at stake than personal pref-

erences, for jobs were now in the balance for

the creators of matrix mechanics. Most of the

young men who created matrix mechanics

were ready to move into teaching positions

as professors, and the older generation of

theoretical physicists was beginning to va-

cate positions at German universities.

Heisenberg's family was exerting pressure on

the young man to capture one of the vacan-

cies at the same time that his best work,

matrix mechanics, seemed to be overshad-

owed by wave mechanics.

The more I think about the physical portion

of Schrödinger's theory, the more repulsive I

find it...What Schrödinger writes about the

visualizability of his theory 'is probably not

quite right,' in other words it's crap.

--Heisenberg, writing to Pauli, 1926

Heisenberg had just begun his job as Niels

Bohr's assistant in Copenhagen when

Schrödinger came to town in October 1926

to debate the alternative theories with Bohr.

The intense debates in Copenhagen proved

inconclusive. They showed only that neither

interpretation of atomic events could be con-

sidered satisfactory. Both sides began search-

ing for a satisfactory physical interpretation

of the quantum mechanics equations in line

with their own preferences.

Dirac, Heisenberg, and Schrödinger (L to R)

at the Stockholm train station on their way

to the Nobel Prize ceremony, December

1933.

After Schrödinger showed the equivalence of

the matrix and wave versions of quantum

mechanics, and Born presented a statistical

interpretation of the wave function, Jordan

in Göttingen and Paul Dirac in Cambridge,

England, created unified equations known as

"transformation theory." These formed the

basis of what is now regarded as quantum

mechanics. The task then became a search

for the physical meaning of these equations

in actual situations showing the nature of

physical objects in terms of waves or par-

ticles, or both. As Bohr later explained it,

events in tiny atoms are subject to quantum

mechanics, yet people deal with larger ob-

jects in the laboratory, where the "classical"

physics of Newton prevails. What was

needed was an "interpretation" of the Dirac-

Jordan quantum equations that would allow

physicists to connect observations in the ev-

eryday world of the laboratory with events

and processes in the quantum world of the atom.

Studying the papers of Dirac and Jordan,

while in frequent correspondence with

Wolfgang Pauli, Heisenberg discovered a

problem in the way one could measure ba-

sic physical variables appearing in the equa-

tions. His analysis showed that uncertainties,

or imprecisions, always turned up if one tried

to measure the position and the momentum

of a particle at the same time. (Similar un-

certainties occurred when measuring the

energy and the time variables of the particle

simultaneously.) These uncertainties or im-

precisions in the measurements were not the

fault of the experimenter, said Heisenberg,

they were inherent in quantum mechanics.

Heisenberg presented his discovery and its

consequences in a 14-page letter to Pauli in

February 1927. The letter evolved into a pub-

lished paper in which Heisenberg presented

to the world for the first time what became

known as the uncertainty principle.

WERNER HEISENBERWERNER HEISENBERWERNER HEISENBERWERNER HEISENBERWERNER HEISENBERGGGGG

WERNER HEISENBERG (1901 - 1976) was one

of the greatest physicists of the twentieth

century. He is best known as a founder of

quantum mechanics, the new physics of the

atomic world, and especially for the uncer-

tainty principle in quantum theory. He is also

known for his controversial role as a leader

of Germany's nuclear fission research during

World War II. After the war he was active in

elementary particle physics and West Ger-

man science policy.

1901. 5 Dec. Werner Karl Heisenberg is born

in Würzburg, Germany.

1906. Sep. Heisenberg enters primary school

in Würzburg.

1910. June The family moves to Munich.

1911. Sep. Heisenberg begins nine-year

course of study at the humanistic Max-Gym-

nasium in Munich, where his grandfather is

the principal until 1914.

1914. 1 Aug. Outbreak of World War I.

1918. Aug.-Sep. Participates in Bavarian ag-

ricultural service.

1919. May-June Supports troops after sup-

pression of Bavarian Soviet Republic.

July Becomes leader of younger boys in youth

movement.

1920. Oct. Enters the University of Munich

as student of  Sommerfeld.

1921. 17 Dec. Submits his first paper for pub-

lication.

1922 - 23. Studies with Max Born in

Göttingen.

1923. July Completes requirements for doc-

torate.

1924. 7 June Meets Einstein for the first time.

28 June Delivers successful lecture for habili-

tation (right to teach).

1924-25. International Education Board fel-

low with Bohr in Copenhagen.

1925. 29 June Receipt of Heisenberg's paper

providing breakthrough to quantum me-

chanics (Zs. f. Phys., 33, 879-893).

1926. 1 May Begins appointment as Lecturer

in Bohr's institute.

1927. 23 Mar. Receipt of Heisenberg's paper

on the uncertainty principle (Zs. f. Phys., 43,

172-198).

Sep. Attends Como conference where Bohr

presents complementarity.

Oct. Appointed Professor of Theoretical Phys-

ics in Leipzig.

Oct. Attends Solvay Congress in Brussels.

1929. Mar.-Nov. Travels to United States, Ja-

pan, China, and India.

1930. 22 Nov. Death of his father, professor

of Byzantine Studies in Munich.

1932. 7 June Receipt of his first paper on the

neutron-proton model of nuclei (Zs. f. Phys.,

77, 1-11).

1933. 30 Jan. Hitler comes to power in Ger-

many.

11 Dec. Heisenberg receives Nobel Prize for

Physics (for 1932).

1936. 29 Jan. Heisenberg and theoretical

physics attacked in Nazi party newspaper.

8 June Presents theory of cosmic-ray show-

ers involving multiple processes.

1937. 29 Apr. Marries Elisabeth Schumacher

in Berlin.

15 July Heisenberg and other physicists vi-

ciously attacked in SS newspaper.

1938. Jan. Birth of twins, the first of seven

children.

Mar. Lecture tour to England.

21 July Himmler exonerates Heisenberg of

SS charges.

Dec. Discovery of nuclear fission in Berlin.

1939. June Purchases home in Urfeld, Ba-

varia, as retreat for his family during the com-

ing war.

July Lectures in the United States.

1 Sep. Outbreak of war in Europe.

26 Sep. Joins fission research project in Berlin.

1941. Spring Leipzig uranium pile shows first

neutron multiplication.

15-22 Sep. Visits German-occupied

Copenhagen and discusses fission with an

alarmed Bohr.

1942. 26 Feb. Presents lecture to Reich offi-

cials on energy acquisition from nuclear fis-

sion after Army withdraws most of its funding.

4 June Briefs Albert Speer on nuclear re-

search.

1 July Appointed interim director of main

reactor research lab in Berlin. Lays plans for

construction of a working reactor.

8 Sep. Receipt of the first part of his theory

on the S-matrix in elementary particle phys-

ics (Zs. f. Phys., 120, 513-538, 1943).

1943. Feb. Appointed Professor of Theoreti-

cal Physics in Berlin.

6 May Lectures on nuclear fission before

Göring's Aerodynamics Academy.

18-26 Oct. Travels to German-occupied Neth-

erlands..

1944. 24Jan-4 Feb. Travels to German-occu-

pied Copenhagen to obtain release of Bohr

Institute from occupation authorities (Bohr

has fled).

1945. Jan. Joins rest of his reactor team in

Black Forest.

3 May U.S. forces arrest Heisenberg at his

family home in Urfeld, Bavaria.

7/8 May Germany surrenders.

June Heisenberg's mother dies.

July-Dec. Heisenberg is held with other Ger-

man scientists at Farm Hall, England.

1946. 3 Jan. Released in Germany, settles in

Göttingen.

Jul. Named director of Kaiser Wilhelm (later

Max Planck) Institute for Physics.

1947. Dec. Lectures in Britain.

1949. 9 Mar. Founding president of the Ger-

man Research Council.

1950. 23 Feb. Proposes unified theory of el-

ementary particles involving a nonlinear

spinor field.

1951. Aug. Research Council fused with

Emergency Association to form the German

Research Association (DFG). Heisenberg in

Presidium.

1952. Mar. Heads German delegation to Eu-

ropean Council for Nuclear Research, con-

templating the founding of CERN.

1953. 10 Dec. Adenauer appoints Heisenberg

president of the Alexander von Humboldt

Foundation.

1955-56. Winter Delivers Gifford Lectures on

"Physics and Philosophy" at University of St.

Andrews, Scotland.

1957. 12 Apr. Issues declaration with 17 other

West German scientists opposing Adenauer's

acceptance of tactical nuclear weapons pro-

vided by NATO.

1958. 27 Feb. Issues preprint with Pauli on a

proposed unified field theory of elementary

particles, including the so-called

"Weltformel" (world formula), later re-

nounced by Pauli.

Sep. Moves his institute and family to

Munich.

1970. 31 Dec. Resigns as director of the Max

Planck Institute.

1972. Summer Lecture tour to the United

States.

1975. Oct. Resigns presidency of the

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.

1976. 1 Feb. Dies of cancer at his home in

Munich.
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the other. From a developing country perspective, adaptation is of utmost importance

as they are the ones who are most vulnerable to the adverse impacts of climate change.

n The incremental impact of a ton of GHG on climate change is independent of where in

the world it is emitted. These emissions impose a cost on both the present and future

generations, which are not fully recouped from the emitters of these emissions. This

formed the starting point for a globally coordinated policy action and the need for an

international climate change negotiating regime.

n UNFCCC, set up in 1992, although global in scope, differentiates the commitments/re-

sponsibilities of Parties on the basis of historic responsibilities, economic structures,

and on the basis of the principle of 'equity' and CBDR which is at the core of the climate

change debate. The largest share of historical and current global emissions of GHGs has

originated in developed countries. Scientists attribute the global problem of climate

change not to the current GHG emissions but to the stock of historical GHG emissions.

Most of the countries, particularly the industrialized countries, having large current

emissions are also the largest historic emitters and the principal contributors to climate

change. The Convention therefore lays down legally binding commitments for the de-

veloped countries, taking into account their historical responsibilities and also squarely

puts the responsibilities on developed countries for providing financial resources, in-

cluding for the transfer of technology, needed by the developing countries. The Conven-

tion also acknowledges that climate change actions taken by developing countries are

contingent on the resources made available to them.

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION AND EFFORTS

n Admitting the well-founded concerns on the need to redress environmental problems,

there were global calls for cooperation, action, and innovation. World leaders in 2012

continued to engage and deliberate in international forums dedicated to climate and

environment and also in forums like the G20 where sustainable development and cli-

mate change were an integral part of the discussions. Ambition or goal setting to reach

targets, provision of finance and technology for developing countries, and institutions

and mechanisms for capacity building were the common threads of negotiations run-

ning through all these forums. Some of the high-profile events which the world was

watching are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Rio + 20

n The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD), was held in June

2012 at Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, (also known as Rio+20) and was attended at the heads of

states level.

n The objective of the Rio+20 Conference was to secure renewed political commitment

for sustainable development, review progress made and identify implementation gaps,

and assess new and emerging challenges since the UNCSD held 20 years ago in Rio de

Janeiro in 1992. Towards this end, the Conference had two themes, viz. (a) green economy

in the context of sustainable development & poverty eradication; and (b) institutional

framework for sustainable development. The most significant outcomes of the Rio Sum-

mit have been the restoration of the principles of equity and of common but differenti-

ated responsibilities (CBDR) in the global environmental discourse and placing poverty

eradication at the centre of the global development agenda. The outcome also ensures

the required domestic policy space to countries on a green economy and launched four

processes/mechanisms, i.e. developing SDGs, financing strategy, technology transfer,

and defining the format and organizational aspects of the proposed highlevel political

forum to follow up on the implementation of sustainable development.

n 'Fairness' as an issue received attention. It is a matter of satisfaction and achievement

for India that the Rio outcome document reaffirms equity and the principle of CBDR

among other Rio principles. India together with other developing countries played an

instrumental role in this. CBDR is especially important for developing countries, as it

implies that while all countries should take sustainable development actions, the devel-

oped countries have to take the leading role in environmental protection, as they have

contributed the most to environmental problems. Also they should support developing

countries with finance and technology in their sustainable development efforts. India

has always held that the eradication of poverty should be the overarching goal of sus-

tainable development. This was given due recognition in the deliberations at the Rio

Summit and in the outcome document.

n On the issue of Green economy, the outcome document affirms that there are different

approaches, visions, models, and tools available to each country, in accordance with its

national circumstances and priorities, for achieving sustainable development. It identi-

fies green economy in the context of sustainable development and poverty eradication

as one of the important tools for achieving sustainable development but specifies that

while it could provide options for policy-making it should not be a rigid set of rules. The

outcome document clearly states what green economy policies should result in and what

they should not. It is a matter of satisfaction that the document firmly rejects prescrip-

tive policies, unilateral measures, and trade barriers as well as unwarranted conditional-

ity on official developmental assistance (ODA) in this context.

n The Rio+20 Conference will also be remembered for kick-starting the process on devel-

oping SDGs. The SDGs would address and incorporate in a balanced way, all the three

dimensions of sustainable development and their inter-linkages. The SDGs would be

universal, global, and voluntary. Since the SDGs are expected to become a part of the

post-2015 UN development agenda, they would hopefully guide the international com-

munity towards inclusive sustainable development.

n From India's point of view, SDGs need to bring together development and environment

into a single set of targets. The fault line, as ever in global conferences, is the inappropri-

ate balance between environment and development. Developing countries do not want

any bindings on their efforts towards poverty eradication or any agreement that comes

with such a price tag. Therefore, we could also view the SDGs and the post 2015 agenda

as an opportunity for revisiting and fine-tuning the MDG framework and sustainably

regaining focus on developmental issues. India and many developing countries are slow

or off track in achieving targets under some of the MDGs, which have concrete areas of

overlap between environment and development.

n This is another reason why these MDGs should continue to be a part of the post 2015

global policy architecture.

n The Rio Summit did not lead to any specific commitments on the finance and technology

front. The developed countries, having obligations and responsibilities, need to commit

to provision of adequate public funds including for transfer of technology and capacity

building to developing countries. There has been no mention of provision of new and

additional financial resources by developed countries, something that India would have

wanted to see. Any new green economy and sustainable development goals would be

meaningless without new money and technology commitments on the table. Neverthe-

less, we may hope that the follow up process of Rio + 20 on both finance and technology

will keep these issues alive leading to some new strategies and mechanisms.

n While developing countries remain disappointed with the outcome document on means

of implementation, they managed to secure many of their key positions and demands in

the negotiations. It says a lot about the current international situation that a reaffirma-

tion of principles made 20 years ago is a sign of success.

Convention on Biological Diversity

n Global concerns about biodiversity found expression in the CBD adopted in 1992. The

objectives of the Convention are: conservation of biodiversity, sustainable use of its com-

ponents, and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of genetic

resources. The Convention has near universal membership with 193 countries. The USA

is the only major country that is not a Party.

n Following the ratification of the CBD, India also enacted the Biological Diversity Act in

2002 and notified the Rules in 2004 to give effect to the provisions of the CBD.

n 12.23 Being committed to the cause, India successfully hosted the COP 11 to the CBD,

and  the sixth Conference of the Parties serving as Meeting of the Parties (CoP/MoP-6)

to the CBD's Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety in Hyderabad from 8-19 October 2012. The

event provided India an opportunity to consolidate, scale up, and showcase its initia-

tives and strengths on biodiversity. One of the most important outcomes is the commit-

ment of the Parties to doubling the total biodiversity-related international financial re-

source flows to developing countries by 2015 and at least maintaining this level until

2020.

n This will translate into additional financial flows to the developing countries to the tune

of about US $ 30 billion over the next eight years.

n The Prime Minister of India, during COP 11 announced India's ratification of the Nagoya

Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing under the CBD and also launched the 'Hyderabad

Pledge' of US $ 50 million during India's Presidency to strengthen institutional mecha-

nisms and capacity building in developing countries. The Prime Minister unveiled a com-

memorative pylon in Hyderabad to mark COP-11. It has been decided to establish a

biodiversity museum and a garden on this site. At national level, efforts will be made to

strengthen the implementation of the Biological Diversity Act and provide support to

the State Biodiversity Boards and at local level prepare Peoples Biodiversity Registers.

Doha Climate Change Conference 2012

n The 18th session of the COP to the UNFCCC, that started on 26 November and concluded

on 8 December 2012 in Doha, Qatar has resulted in a set of decisions (clubbed together

as 'Doha Climate Gateway') aimed at advancing the implementation of the UNFCCC and

its Kyoto Protocol (KP).

n The key issues for the Doha conference were: amending the KP to implement the second

commitment period under the Protocol; successfully concluding the work of the Bali

Action Plan (BAP) within which there was urgent need for a clear path to climate fi-

nance; and planning the work under the Durban Platform (DP) for enhanced action. The

Conference addressed all three issues and came out with a package which balanced the

interests and obligations of various countries.

n At the Doha Conference, the three issues of equity, technology-related IPRs, and unilat-

eral measures raised by India resounded in the decisions. These outstanding or unre-

solved issues under the BAP are now part of the planned or continuing work of various

bodies of the Convention. At Doha, India also ensured that no hasty decision is taken on

aspects related to mitigation in agricultural sector at global level as agriculture is a sen-

sitive sector for developing countries. The Conference has explicitly recognized that the

action of Parties will be based on equity and CBDR including the need for equitable ac-

cess to sustainable development. The Conference also recognized that issues relating to

global peaking that could place a cap on emissions of developing countries and restrict

their development space were controversial and best avoided at this stage of develop-

ment.

Key Doha Outcomes

n It has been agreed that the KP, as the only existing and binding agreement under which

developed countries commit to cutting emissions of GHGs, will enter a second commit-

ment period that will run for eight years.

n Governments have agreed to speedily work toward a climate change agreement under

DP applicable to all countries from 2020, to be adopted by 2015. Further governments

have decided to find ways to scale up efforts before 2020 to meet the gap in global

ambition for emissions reduction.

n Governments have launched a robust process to review the long-term temperature goal.

This will start in 2013 and conclude by 2015 and is a reality check on the advance of the

climate change threat and the possible need to mobilize further action.

n The Work Programme on Long term Finance launched last year has been extended for

another year to contribute to the ongoing efforts to scale up mobilization of climate

finance. Developed countries have reiterated their commitment to deliver on promises

of mobilizing US$100 billion both for adaptation and mitigation by 2020.

n Decision also encourages developed countries to increase efforts for providing finance

between 2013 and 2015, and at least to the average annual level provided during the

2010-2012 fast-start finance period.

n Finance pledges of about $ 6 billion for period upto 2015 announced by Germany, the

UK, France, Denmark, Sweden and the EU Commission.

n The selection of the Republic of Korea by the Board of the Green Climate Fund (GCF) to

host the GCF has been endorsed.

n The unresolved issues of Technology-related Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) and the

Unilateral Measures under the BAP are now part of the planned or continuing work of

various bodies of the Convention. Based on the decisions, the Technology Executive Com-

mittee (TEC) will initiate exploration of issues relating to enabling environments and

barriers, including IPRs in its future work-plan. The TEC has already identified IPRs as

one of the key messages on which further work is necessary. Similarly, a decision has

been taken for facilitating discussion on the issue of unilateral measures under the exist-

ing forum on implementation of response measures.

PAT and RPO

n PAT is a scheme for trading energy-efficiency certificates in large energy-intensive indus-

tries under the National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency. Identified industries

are required to improve their specific energy consumption (SEC) within the specified

period of three years or face penalty provisions. At the same time this mechanism facili-

tates efficient industries to trade their additional certified energy savings (that go be-

yond the assigned target) with other designated consumers who could use these certifi-

cates to comply with their SEC-reduction targets. In the Twelfth Five Year Plan, the PAT

scheme is likely to achieve about 15 million tonnes oil equivalent of annual savings in

coal, oil, gas, and electricity (including 6.686 million ton of oil-equivalent energy savings

of first phase).

n Similarly, the RPO is creating domestic markets for renewable energy through regula-

tory interventions at state level. The RPO is the minimum level of renewable energy (out

of total consumption) the obligated entities (DISCOMs, Captive Power Plants, and Open

Access Consumers) are entitled to purchase in the area of a distribution licensee. The

obligation is mandated by the State Electricity Regulatory Commission (SERC). Since the

renewable energy sources are not evenly spread across India, SERCs cannot specify a

linear level of RPOs for all states. Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) under the RPO

mechanism is an instrument that enables the obligated entities to meet their Renew-

able Purchase Obligation by trading surplus or deficit RECs among themselves with the

owner of the REC being able to claim to have purchased renewable energy.

Private Sector and Carbon Markets

n Disappointed with the Doha outcomes on finance, many observers warned that we are

heading towards a climate fiscal cliff. In this context, the private sector and global car-

bon markets are being increasingly emphasized. While not sufficient in themselves, the

private sector and carbon markets have shown significant potential in mobilizing finance

for climate change especially for mitigation action.

n According to the UNFCCC report on long-term finance, of the estimated current interna-

tional climate financial flows, US$ 55 billion per year was generated from the private

sector. Likewise carbon markets help developing countries to find financial resources to

proceed on their sustainability efforts. The CDM----the KP's market mechanism--as the

world's largest carbon market has helped mobilize more than US$ 215 billion collec-

tively so far in investments in developing countries (CDM Policy Dialogue Report).

n India has been an active player in the CDM, with over 2000 projects having been ac-

corded host country approval, which has the potential of facilitating an overall inflow of

approximately US $ 7.07 billion if all the projects get registered.

n At the same time, both these sources have serious limitations in terms of predictability

and adequacy of flows. It is absolutely clear that they will not deliver on the hardest

things: equity, public goods, and adaptation such as climate resiliency in agriculture or

off -grid distributed renewables for poor regions. They will instead prove useful for

marketled goods and services for the better off, such as grid-based solar and wind power,

where public subsidies in one form or another will be demanded.

n Also private sector investment is guided by risk return. This explains the strong inclina-

tion of the private sector towards mitigation projects. Adaptation financing continues to

be a concern for all developing countries with insignificant private participation as adap-

tation usually does not yield returns on investment. Carbon markets on the other hand

are volatile, where success is contingent on the level of collective mitigation ambition of

nations. End of the first phase of the KP saw the CDM market collapsing with carbon

prices declining around 70 per cent in the past year alone. Moreover, unilateral restric-

tions imposed by the authorities in some of the major carbon markets such as EU on

carbon credits from major developing countries such as India have not helped matters.

The prices of carbon credits are likely to remain in a trap until the global ambition im-

proves and new market mechanisms emerges to take into account the pledge based

emissions. Both the carbon markets and private money need clear and targeted signals

from public policies to address  the institutional and market barriers confronting them.

CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK

n Though multilateral efforts on sustainable development and climate change have led to

several positive outcomes, there are still areas of concern where further work is needed

to safeguard the interests of developing countries in future deliberations. Some of the

challenges and deliverables from India's point of view are: follow up and action on the

Rio + 20 outcome document, and the four processes/mechanisms part of it, especially

on developing SDGs and the processes on the financing strategy and technology trans-

fer. Also taking forward the climate change discussions at Doha, the key question to be

addressed is to articulate equity in the evolving arrangements that will be applicable to

all in the post 2020 period. We have to ensure that domestic goals continue to be na-

tionally determined even as we contribute to the global efforts according to the prin-

ciple of CBDR and respective capabilities.

Demographic Dividend
n Policymakers are usually focused on short-run economic management issues. But the

short run has to be a bridge to the long run. The central long-run question facing India is

where will good jobs come from? Productive jobs are vital for growth. And a good job is

the best form of inclusion. More than half our population depends on agriculture, but

the experience of other countries suggests that the number of people dependent on

agriculture will have to shrink if per capita incomes in agriculture are to go up substan-

tially. While industry is creating jobs, too many such jobs are lowproductivity non-con-

tractual jobs in the unorganized sector, offering low incomes, little protection, and no

benefits. Service jobs are relatively high productivity, but employment growth in ser-

vices has been slow in recent years. India's challenge is to create the conditions for faster

growth of productive jobs outside of agriculture, especially in organized manufacturing

and in services, even while improving productivity in agriculture. The benefit of rising to

the challenge is decades of strong inclusive growth.

n Growth optimists are confident in India's demographic dividend--the fact that India's

dependency ratio, as measured by the share of the young and the elderly as a fraction of

the population, will come down more sharply in the coming decades (see Figure 2.1).

More working age people will mean more workers, especially in the productive age

groups, more incomes, more savings, more capital per worker, and more growth. Also,

because demographic change is associated with fertility declines, the transition period

may be accompanied by greater female participation in the labour force (Bailey, 2006).

n Every fast-growing Asian economy in recent years has accelerated as it underwent a

demographic transition (see Figure 2.2). In India itself, Aiyar and Mody (2011) document

that the  high growth states (Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and Gujarat) in the period 1991-

2001 had a dependency ratio which was 8.7 percentage points lower than that of the

low growth states (Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, and Uttar Pradesh) and an average annual

growth rate that was 4.3 percentage points higher. Looking ahead, they argue, the low

growth states will benefit more from the demographic dividend, as higher incomes and

lower fertility alter demographics. Indeed, over the period 2001-11, the hitherto lag-

gard states have grown at an average of around 5 per cent annually.
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n The difference between their growth and the growth of the leaders in the period 2001-

11 is just 1.5 percentage points. So demographic transition seems to be correlated with

growth, with some reasons to believe that causality flows both ways--lower dependency

ratios increase growth and higher growth reduces fertility and consequently dependency

ratios.

n Growth optimists point to another reason for cheer. Cross-country evidence suggests

that productivity is an increasing function of age, with the age group 40-49 being the

most productive because of work experience (Feyrer 2007). Nearly half the additions to

the Indian labour force over the period 2011-30 will be in the age group 30-49, even

while the share of this group in China, Korea, and the United States will be declining.

That India will be expanding its most productive cohorts even while most developed

countries and some developing  countries like China will be contracting theirs in the

coming decades can be another source of advantage.

n Growth pessimists are not convinced. A larger workforce translates into more workers

only if there are productive jobs for it. Will there be enough productive jobs? One way to

make progress in answering this question is to understand the commonalities as well as

the differences between India's growth path and that of other populous fastgrowing

Asian economies. By comparing where India is today, with where those countries were

at similar stages in their development, as well as by looking at what they did next, we

might get a better perspective on what India might need to do. Of course, any such

analysis has to be accompanied by two important caveats. First, countries differ and do

not necessarily follow similar trajectories. Second, the global environment has changed.

The opportunities India faces now are different from those that previous fast growers

faced when they were at a similar stage of development. Blindly replicating their trajec-

tory may be unwise.

n In what follows, we start by analysing various economic outcomes for selected Asian

countries around their dates of initial 'takeoff' into periods of Sources : World Bank (2012)

and authors' calculations. Notes : Population dependency ratio is defined as 100-[Popu-

lation ages 15-64 (% of total)]. Per capita income is measured by Gross Domestic Product

(GDP) per capita in 2000 US dollars. The scatter plot drops observations with negative

per capita income growth. Selected Asian economies include China, India, Indonesia,

and Korea.

n Development Indicators (WDI) and UN Population Division. In the baseline, we assume

that employment in industry and services will grow during 2010-20 at the same rate as

during the previous decade. The share of employment in agriculture will fall to 40 per

cent by 2020 (the same level as that of China in 2010). Population in the working age

group will grow based on projections by the UN Population Division. We assume the

labour force participation rate and the unemployment rate to be unchanged at 2010

levels. Under this baseline scenario, 2.8 million jobs will be missing by 2020.

n To put this in perspective, this will only be 0.5 per cent of the labour force. While any

shortfall in jobs is problematic, there does not seem an immediate cause for alarm.

n A large number of assumptions go into this estimate. For instance, labour force partici-

pation is pegged at the 56 per cent rate, the same as in 2010.

n If instead more women enter the labour force, reversing the declining trend since 2000,

the labour force participation rate could plausibly increase to 58 per cent by 2020. This is

lower than the 60 per cent rate in 2000, but even with this conservative assumption, the

number of missing jobs increases to 16.7 million, roughly six times that in the baseline

scenario, and 3.7 per cent of overall employment in 2010. Finally, if the official unem-

ployment is projected to decrease, say by 2 percentage points, over the next decade,

again that would imply the need to employ a larger number of workers. The number of

missing jobs in 2020 under this higher expected employment scenario is estimated at

11.8 million or four times that in the baseline scenario.

n The back-of-the-envelope calculations just done should be taken as just that--a starting

point for more careful investigation. While a simple extrapolation of existing trends sug-

gests India can absorb the labour exiting agriculture even if exits increase to the level

experienced by China, there is no room for complacency. Minor changes in assumptions

lead to tens of millions of additional jobs needed. So even while policymakers focus on

making jobs more productive, India also needs more jobs than suggested by current

trends so as to have a sufficient buffer.

n Recent economic history is replete with examples of economies that were supposed to

havegreat potential but ultimately did not achieve rapid economic growth and improve-

ments in standards of living. At the same time, we have instances of economies classi-

fied as basket cases that achieved rapid turnarounds. India's achievement in the

postreform period and South Korea's rapid transformation surely fall in this latter cat-

egory. But India's continuing on a rapid growth path is not preordained. Besides favourable

circumstances, it requires deft policymaking and a broad vision of the future, possible

risks, and opportunities. We stand at a crossroads where we need to develop a clear

strategy for continued inclusive growth. Let us consider what might happen under dif-

ferent scenarios. These are hypothetical scenarios, and based on informed estimates,

but reflect the forces that will be at play.

n Business as usual: Some improvement in infrastructure but only slow improvement in

education, and no change in institutional structure such as business regulation and labour

laws. Some movement from agriculture to low skill services such as construction and

household work, as well as to informal manufacturing, but too few quality jobs. GDP

growth settles into a comfortable 6-7 per cent, the new "normal". There is growing pres-

ence of unprotected workers in manufacturing and the possibility of rising labour fric-

tions. There is immense pressure on education to make students job-worthy, but with

organized manufacturing playing little role in training workers and imparting skills on

the job, there is a continuing mismatch between employer needs and worker capabili-

ties. Growth is slower than it could be and inequality higher than it ought to be.

n Reforms : Vast improvements in infrastructure, education, as well as in business regula-

tion and labour laws. As fewer workers depend on agriculture, larger holdings and more

investment in capital and technology create a much healthier agricultural sector, with

significant rural entrepreneurship surrounding activities like horticulture, dairy prod-

ucts, and meat. The manufacturing sector becomes a training ground for workers, ab-

sorbing more students with a middle or high school education. India moves into niches

vacated by China such as semi-skilled manufacturing, even while enhancing its advan-

tage in skilled manufacturing and services. India experiences faster and more equitable

growth. Social frictions are minimized as both agriculture and manufacturing create bet-

ter livelihoods.

n Decline : No improvement in infrastructure, education, or institutions: As fewer jobs are

created outside of agriculture, more stay in agriculture, increasing the pressure on land

and lowering incomes. Small agricultural plots do not provide enough income, nor can

they be leased out. More families break up, with males seeking work elsewhere, and

labour participation increases. There is large-scale migration to overburdened cities. More

supports are given to agriculture and transfers are made to rural areas so as to prevent

further migration. The strain on government finances increases. Income inequality be-

tween good service jobs in cities and marginal agricultural jobs in rural areas increases

tremendously. Social strains grow.

n These scenarios are clearly caricatures and should be seen as indicative rather than con-

clusive in any way. The key policy message from this chapter is that India has to focus on

an agenda to create productive jobs outside of agriculture, which will help us reap the

demographic dividend and also improve livelihoods in agriculture. We need to examine

carefully whether regulations constrain businesses excessively and, if so, strip away the

excess regulation while ensuring adequate protection and minimum safety nets for work-

ers. Building

n infrastructure and expanding access to finance will also help. While the government is

clearly engaged in this process, some further steps need greater debate and action. Hope-

fully, this chapter will help inform that debate.

WORLD TRADE
n After moderating in the two years following the global economic crisis, world trade in

both goods and services reached and surpassed pre-crisis levels in 2011. However, the

deceleration in world growth and trade in 2012 and forecast of only a gradual upturn in

global growth by international institutions, portend a weak and slow recovery for world

trade. India's exports, which had surpassed pre-crisis levels within a year in 2010-11

with a record 40.5 per cent growth, continued growing even in 2011-12, but were finally

affected by the global slowdown in 2012-13 with exports declining even more at - 4.9

per cent in the first ten months than the -3.5 per cent recorded during the crisis-ridden

year of 2009-10 (full year).

n World merchandise trade value surpassed the pre-crisis (2008) level of US $ 16 trillion,

reaching US $ 18.26 trillion in 2011 after an interregnum of two years. However, world

trade volume decelerated sharply to 2.8 per cent in 2012 from 5.9 per cent in 2011 and

12.6 per cent in 2010.

n World exports fell by 0.2 per cent in the first  three quarters of 2012 over the corre-

sponding periods of 2011 as per World Trade Organization (WTO) statistics. As per the

January 2013 update of the IMF, world trade volume is projected to grow by 3.8 per cent

in 2013 which is down 0.7 percentage points compared to its October 2012 update. Im-

port and export volume growth rates of emerging market and developing economies

are however projected to be higher than those of advanced economies. Global economic

uncertainty including doubts about the ultimate resolution of the crisis in the euro area,

doubts about the pace of fiscal withdrawal in the US, challenges to sustaining growth

after the earthquake reconstruction rebound in Japan and trade disruptions with China,

though of a passing nature, continue to cast their shadows on the trade growth of emerg-

ing and developing economies (EDEs) including India.

INDIA'S MERCHANDISE TRADE

n  India's merchandise trade increased exponentially in the 2000s decade from US$ 95.1

billion in 2000-1 to US$ 620.9 billion in 2010-11 and further to US$ 793.8 billion in 2011-

12. India's share in global exports and imports also increased from 0.7 per cent and 0.8

per cent respectively in 2000 to 1.7 per cent and 2.5 per cent in 2011 as per the WTO. Its

ranking in the leading exporters and importers improved from 31 and 26 in 2000 to 19

and 12 respectively in 2011. While India's total merchandise trade as a percentage of

the gross domestic product (GDP) increased from 28.2 per cent in 2004-5 to 43.2 per

cent in 2011-12 as per provisional estimates, India's merchandise exports as a percent-

age of GDP increased from 11.8 per cent to 16.5 per cent during the same period.

India's export growth

n Bolstered by the measures taken by the government to help exports in the aftermath of

the world recession of 2008 and also the low base effect, India's export growth in 2010-

11 reached an all time high since Independence of 40.5 per cent. Though it decelerated

in 2011-12 to 21.3 per cent, it was still above 20 per cent and higher than the compound

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20.3 per cent for the period 2004-5 to 2011-12. After reg-

istering very high growth of 56.5 per cent in July 2011, export growth started decelerat-

ing with a sudden fall to single digits in November 2011 as a result of the emerging

global situation and then to negative figures from March 2012. Monthly export growth

rates in 2012-13 (April-December) were negative except for a marginal positive growth

in April 2012. For three months in 2012-13, exports declined YOY by double digits with

the largest decline recorded in July 2012 at -15.1 per cent. In January, 2013, there is a

marginal positive growth of 0.8 per cent.
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n Export growth in dollar terms was negative at -4.9 per cent in 2012-13 (April-January),

compared to 21.3 per cent growth in 2011-12 (full year). In rupee terms, it was positive

at 9.1 per cent, though here too, there was a deceleration from the 28.3 per cent in

2011-12 (full year).

n India's export growth has almost continuously been above world export growth in the

2000s decade and in 2011. One issue that has been a topic of debate is whether India's

export growth rate is dependent on world growth/trade or exchange rate. There is a

strong correspondence between India's export growth and world export growth. This is

clearly visible in 2009 when there was a big dip in both world exports and India's ex-

ports. The relationship between changes in real effective exchange rate (REER) and India's

export growth is not however as clear-cut as that with world trade.

Export performance of  India and EDEs

n The share of the select Emerging and Developing Economies (EDEs) in the US$ 18 trillion

world exports in 2011 has increased to a sizeable 41 per cent with a change in share of

15.6 per cent over 2000. If the four newly Industrialized Asian Economies namely,

Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Republic of Korea, which have now been classified

under advanced economies by the IMF, are also included then the share would be 50.5

per cent. The performance of China is spectacular with its share in world exports in-

creasing by 6.6 percentage points between 2000 and 2011, comprising 42.4 per cent of

the total increase in EDEs share over this period, while India's rise in share of 1 percent-

age point constitutes only 6.5 per cent of the total increase. However, China's export

growth rate at 20.3 per cent in 2011 was substantially lower than that of India. India's

export growth rate of 33.8 per cent in 2011 over and above the 37.3 per cent growth of

2010 is one of the highest in the world.

n India's share in world merchandise exports which started rising fast from 2004, reached

1.5 per cent in 2010 and 1.7 per cent in 2011. It declined marginally to 1.6 per cent in

2012 (January-October), mainly due to its relatively negative export growth of - 5.1 per

cent compared to world export growth of - 0.2 per cent (Table 7.3). In contrast China's

share increased to 11.2 per cent in 2012 (January -October) with a positive export growth

of 7.9 per cent.

n Latest monthly growth rates of exports and imports of some of India's major trading

partners have been low or negative. The EU's import growth has been negative for most

of the months in 2012. There has been a slight but unsteady pick-up in import growth in

the last two or three months in countries like the US, Hong Kong, and Singapore and in

December 2012 in China.

Gold Imports and Policy Measures

n India is one of the largest importers of gold in the world, with import growth of 11.2 per

cent in terms of quantity and 39.0 per cent in terms of value during 2011-12. Gold is the

second major import item of India after POL and constitutes 11.3 of its imports in 2011-

12 in value terms. The rise in imports of gold is one of the factors contributing to India's

high trade deficit and CAD in 2011-12, forming 30 per cent of its trade deficit. The RBI in

its draft report of the Working Group to Study 'Issues Related to Gold Imports and Gold

Loans by NBFCs in India' has stated that if gold imports in India had grown by 24 per cent

(an average of growth in world gold demand during past three years) instead of 39 per

cent in 2011-12, the CAD would have been lower by approximately US$ 6 billion and the

CAD-GDP ratio would have been 3.9 per cent instead of 4.2 per cent. Globally, the de-

mand for gold is rising, mainly due to demand from emerging economies like China and

India. The major source countries for import of gold include Switzerland, responsible for

52 per cent of the total imports by India of raw gold during 2011-12 (which has led to an

unfavourable bilateral balance of trade for India), followed by the UAE (17.6 per cent),

and South Africa (11.5 per cent). The rise in gold imports is due to many factors.

n The love of Indians for the yellow metal is well known. India is one of the largest con-

sumers of gold in the world with consumption increasing from 721.9 tonnes in 2006 to

933.4 tonnes in 2011 and 612 tonnes in the first three quarters of 2012, accounting for

around 27 per cent of world gold consumption in 2011, and 26.4 per cent in 2012 (total

of first three quarters). As per the Annual Report 2011-12 of the Ministry of Mines, do-

mestic production of gold is estimated at only 2.8 tonnes in 2011-12 and can meet around

0.3 per cent of the demand. This has inevitably led to its import. Gold is also used for

trading/investment. Net retail investment constitutes 39.2 per cent of the India's total

gold consumption in 2011 and 32.5 per cent during the first three quarters of 2012 in

terms of quantity. As stated in the RBI report, one of the major components of gold

demand in recent years has been investment demand at global level. Rising gold prices

in recent years have not deterred the acquisition of gold in India, implying that invest-

ment in gold is becoming price inelastic. India also imports gold for manufacturing pur-

poses and exports a portion of it as jewellery. In the case of export of gold jewellery, the

major export destinations include the UAE (57.9 per cent), Hong Kong (14.1 per cent),

and the USA (12.0 per cent).

n International gold price movements which have been volatile in recent years also have a

bearing on the value of the country's gold imports. During the 2000 to 2012 period,

international gold prices have grown at a CAGR of 16.2 per cent. In 2011-12 they in-

creased by 23.4 per cent though they moderated to 4.3 per cent during April-November

2012 over the corresponding period in the previous year. Even with this moderation,

gold prices were at a high level of US$1721 per troy ounce in November 2012 and cur-

rently at US$ 1672.3 per troy ounce (as on 5th February 2013). As stated by the RBI

report, volatility in international gold prices in recent quarters is positively skewed, im-

plying that it provides fewer large losses and a greater number of larger gains. The wors-

ening global situation has also led to a rise in purchase of gold as a safety metal and a

further rise in its price. Fluctuations in international gold prices get automatically re-

flected in India's gold prices along with the markup due to duties and taxes. Substantial

increase in gold prices seems to have fuelled positive price expectations also contribut-

ing to sharp rise in the value of gold imports in recent years.

n To restrict the rising trend in gold imports which is adversely affecting India's balance of

payments, measures were and are being taken by the government. In Budget 2012-13,

import duty on standard gold and platinum was raised from 2 per cent to 4 per cent and

non standard gold from 5 per cent to 10 per cent. On 21 January 2013, the Import duty

on gold and platinum was increased from 4 per cent to 6 per cent. It has also been pro-

posed to provide a link between the Gold ETF (Exchange Traded Fund) and Gold Deposit

Scheme with the objective of unfreezing or releasing a part of the gold physically held by

mutual funds under Gold ETFs and enabling them to deposit the gold with banks under

the Gold Deposit Scheme.

n The value of gold imports during April-December 2012 declined by 14.7 per cent to US $

38.02 billion and quantity of imports fell by 11.8 per cent compared to same period of

previous year. Total gold consumption has also declined by 23 per cent during the first

three quarters of 2012. While the supply of gold through organized channels can be

constricted, there is need to be vigilant regarding gold inflows through unauthorized

channels. Ultimately, the best way to reduce gold imports in a sustainable way will be to

offer the public financial investment opportunities that generate attractive returns.

n This means bringing down inflation as well as expanding the range of investments inves-

tors have easy access to.

TTTTTrrrrrade Defade Defade Defade Defade Deficiticiticiticiticit

n Trade deficit (on customs basis) reached a peak of US$ 184.6 billion in 2011-12 from US$

118.6 billion in 2010-11 with the highest growth of 55.6 per cent since 1950-1. Moder-

ate export growth and high import growth, particularly in POL imports due to high prices

and high gold and silver imports, led to the highest-ever trade deficit in India since 1950-

1, contributing to a high current account deficit (CAD) of 4.2 per cent of GDP.

n 7.19 The trade deficit of US $ 167.2 billion for 2012-13 (April-January) was 7.9 per cent

higher than the US $ 154.9 billion in 2011-12 (April- January). While POL imports grew

by 46.2 per cent in 2011-12, POL export growth was relatively lower at 34 per cent due

to lower growth in the quantum of POL exports by 3.8 per cent, resulting in net POL

imports increasing to US $ 99.3 billion in 2011-12. In 2012-13 (April-November), though

POL import growth moderated to 11.7 per cent, POL export growth was negative at - 7.3

per cent which was also due to the decline in the volume of POL exports by - 0.9 per

cent. As a result the share of net POL imports in total imports increased to 23.5 per cent

in 2012-13 (April-November) compared to 20.3 per cent in 2011-12 (whole year).

TTTTTrrrrrade Compositionade Compositionade Compositionade Compositionade Composition

Export composition

Compositional changes in India's export basket have been taking place over the years. While
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the share of primary products in India's exports fell over the years from 16 per cent in

2000-1, in 2012- 13 (April-November) it regained the share of 16 per cent mainly due to

the export of agricultural items like rice and guar gum meal. The share of manufacturing

exports fell drastically from 78.8 per cent in 2000-1 to 66.1 per cent in 2011-12 and fur-

ther to 64.5 per cent in 2012-13(April-November) mainly due to the fall in shares of

traditional items like textiles and leather and leather manufactures even though the

share of engineering goods and chemicals and related products increased. Share of gems

and jewellery fell marginally. Share of petroleum, crude & products exports, which also

include refined items, increased from 4.3 per cent in 2000-1 to 18.3 per cent in 2011-12

and 18.6 per cent in 2012-13 (April- November).

n 7.21 The destination-wise exports of major items to the major trading partners from

2009-10 to 2012- 13 (April-November) show great changes in the composition of ex-

ports to USA and China.

n In the case of India's exports to the USA, the share of exports of primary products has

increased from 6.8 per cent in 2009-10 to 21.3 per cent in 2012-13 (April-November),

mainly due to the rise in share of agriculture and allied products, while the share of

manufactured goods in India's exports to the USA has fallen from 89.1 per cent to 74.2

per cent during the same period.

n The reason for India's export growth in 2012-13 (April-November) being more negative

than in 2009-10 in the aftermath of the global recession can be seen from India's com-

modity-country export performance. India's exports to EU and China have been more

negative during the recent global slowdown than in 2009-10, while its performance to

USA has been better for most of the sectors except gems and jewellery. The perfor-

mance of India's exports to EU of textiles and readymade garments, gems and jewellery

and ores: and to China of manufactures, engineering goods, chemicals gems and jewellery

and ores was worse off in 2012-13(April-November) compared to 2009-10. India's POL

export growth to all major markets also decelerated in 2012-13 (April-November) com-

pared to 2009-10. Thus, the Euro Zone crisis and the Chinese slowdown have affected

India's exports more during the recent slowdown than in 2009-10.

Cargo ship attached to station

after smooth rendezvous
A commercial cargo ship built by SpaceX successfully attaches to the International Space

Station today, two days after thruster problems threatened to derail the resupply mission.

After recovering from thruster problems and flying a near-perfect rendezvous, a SpaceX

cargo ship pulled up to the International Space Station early today and stood by while com-

mander Kevin Ford, wielding the lab's robot arm, locked onto a grapple fixture to secure the

spacecraft for berthing.

Operating the Canadian-built arm from a robotics work station in the multi-window Cupola

compartment, Ford grappled the Dragon cargo ship at 5:31 a.m. EST, an hour earlier than

expected, as the two spacecraft passed 253 miles above northern Ukraine.

Flight controllers at the Johnson Space Center in Houston congratulated the crew for "a

brilliant capture."

"Let me just say congratulations to the SpaceX and Dragon team in Houston and in Califor-

nia," Ford replied. "As they say, it's not where you start but where you finish that counts,

and you guys really finished this one on the mark. You're aboard, and we've got a lot of

science to bring aboard and get done."

Capture came a day later than originally planned because of problems pressurizing rocket

thruster propellant tanks shortly after the ship reached orbit Friday.

But SpaceX flight controllers at company headquarters in Hawthorne, Calif., were able to

coax the system into normal operation. While the root cause of the problem is not yet

known, the thrusters worked normally throughout the replanned rendezvous and the ap-

proach and capture went off without a hitch.

"Great job this morning, guys," spacecraft communicator Kathy Bolt radioed from mission

control in Houston. "Always nice to see something that plays back exactly the way you

trained."

"I remember exactly where I was the very first time I ever heard of this scheme ... when I

was a young astronaut," Ford recalled. "And I said, 'We're going to do what?' That was when

it was an idea, and now it's starting to become routine. So great job to everybody who

dreamed it up and who made it all work. It's really something to see."

Making the company's third space station visit -- the second fully operational flight under a

$1.6 billion commercial contract with NASA -- the Dragon capsule is loaded with some 2,300

pounds of supplies, spare parts, and science gear.

The manifest includes 178 pounds of crew provisions, including food and clothing; 300 pounds

of space station hardware, including replacement components for the lab's carbon dioxide

removal system; and more than 700 pounds of science gear, including a pair of Glacier freezers

and experiment components.

During the first two dockings of Dragon capsules last May and October, the station crew

attached the cargo ship to the station, manually operating the arm to maneuver the space-

craft to the Earth-facing port of the forward Harmony module.

But this time around, ground controllers at the Johnson Space Center took over, sending

commands to remotely operate the arm through berthing to demonstrate their ability to

carry out complex arm procedures and to give the astronauts a bit of a break during a busy

day. The process was executed slowly but surely and Ford reported the Dragon was safely

locked to its docking port at 8:56 a.m.

The same procedures will be used later in the week when ground controllers use the arm to

pull a spacewalk equipment handling fixture from the Dragon's unpressurized trunk sec-

tion. The fixture will be mounted on the station's exterior for use during a future spacewalk.

The Dragon is the only space station cargo craft now in operation that can bring equipment

and experiment samples back to Earth, a critical capability that was lost when NASA's space

shuttle fleet was retired in 2011.

As the crew unpacks the capsule's pressurized compartment, they will re-load the space-

craft with about 1.5 tons of no-longer needed gear, components that need refurbishment

or failure analysis and experiment samples that are needed by scientists back on Earth.

If all goes well, the astronauts will use the robot arm to detach the capsule March 25, set-

ting the stage for a fiery re-entry and splashdown in the Pacific Ocean southwest of Los

Angeles.

Thailand's promise to end

ivory trade cautiously

welcomed
Thailand's prime minister says she will amend her country's laws to ban the legal trade in

ivory. Yingluck Shinawatra was speaking at the opening of the Cites conservation meeting

taking place in Bangkok. The legal market in Thailand is said to be fuelling high levels of

poaching across Africa. Critics say that there is a lack of clarity and detail regarding the

proposed changes to the law.

There are about 6,500 elephants in Thailand, of which 2,500 live in the wild. Ivory taken

from domesticated elephants can be legally sold in the country but campaign groups and

scientific experts say that this law is being used to "launder" ivory taken illegally from Af-

rica. Thailand is believed to be second only to China as a market for tusks, often brutally

removed from elephants across the continent. It is estimated that between 50 and 100

African elephants a day are being killed to meet the demand.

Speaking at the opening of the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Spe-

cies (Cites) in Bangkok, the Thai PM said that no one cares more about elephants than the

people of Thailand. But she acknowledged that the current system was being abused.

"Unfortunately, many have used Thailand as a transit country for the illegal international

ivory trade," she told the meeting.

"As a next step we will forward amending the national legislation with the goal of putting

an end on ivory trade and to be in line with international norms."

No further details were given as to the timing and scope of any ban. Some campaigners

were delighted with the announcement, saying they understood the proposed changes would

protect all forms of elephants including Thailand's wild and domestic elephants and those

from Africa.

Latvia applies to enter

eurozone
Latvia has formally applied to join the euro in 2014, in a move which could see it become

the 18th member of the bloc. The move had been expected and comes after the small Baltic

state met the required financial criteria. Latvia suffered a deep recession in the wake of the

financial crisis that saw it receive an international bailout.

PM Valdis Dombrovskis imposed big public spending cuts that helped the recovery. Latvia is

now one of the fastest-growing economies in the EU.

The European Commission and the European Central Bank are likely to decide on the re-

quest in June. Latvia says it has met the five requirements needed to gain entry into the

eurozone, which relate to levels of debt, deficit, inflation, long-term interest rates and hav-

ing a stable peg to the euro.

Latvia's currency, the lat, has been pegged to the euro since 2005 and Mr Dombrovskis

argues that joining is the next natural step.

However, opinion polls in the country suggest that nearly two-thirds of the population are

against joining the single currency.

Jiabao opens National

People's Congress
China targeted economic growth of 7.5 percent in 2013 and vowed an unwavering fight

against corruption as the world's second-largest economy opened its annual parliament

session. China targeted economic growth of 7.5 percent in 2013 and vowed an unwavering

fight against corruption as the world's second-largest economy opened its annual parlia-

ment session.

The GDP figure was contained in Premier Wen Jiabao's "work report", his opening address

to about 3,000 delegates from across the country at the National People's Congress, China's

rubber-stamp parliament.

Wen, who is coming to the end of a decade in office, bowed deeply to the delegates arrayed

under a giant red star in Beijing's Great Hall of the People before beginning his farewell

speech, which was 29 pages long in English.

The government also laid down another double-digit rise in military spending, continuing

the modernisation of the world's largest standing army at a time of mounting territorial

tensions in Asia.

The NPC is meeting for nearly two weeks in Beijing and will seal a power transfer to Li

Keqiang as Wen's successor in charge of day-to-day government, and Communist Party

supremo Xi Jinping as state president.

Heading into the NPC, China's new leaders have raised expectations with a deluge of propa-

ganda during their first four months running the Communist Party, with pledges of cleaner

government and greater devotion to people's livelihoods.

"We should unwaveringly combat corruption, strengthen political integrity... and ensure

that officials are honest, government is clean and political affairs are handled with integ-

rity," said Wen's prepared text.

The wealth of party leaders at all levels has become a burning issue in China, with foreign

media reports last year focussing on the riches accrued by the families of Xi and Wen them-

selves. Outside the hall, ordinary citizens were sceptical about the government's pledges.

"If delegates do not care for the people then there is never any chance of progress with

political reform in the future," said a 60-year-old woman surnamed Lu, who was on her way

to one of the capital's parks.

Another pensioner, Xian Lan, added: "What is the point of all these wasteful, expensive

meetings when there are so many poor people in China?"

China's economy is seen as a key driver of the global recovery, but has struggled in the face

of weakness at home and in key overseas markets, with Europe assailed by its debt crisis

and US growth remaining anaemic.

It grew 7.8 percent in 2012, its worst performance for 13 years, but normally exceeds the

target set at the NPC.

"We deem it necessary and appropriate to set this year's target for economic growth at

about 7.5 percent, a goal that we will have to work hard to attain," Wen's said in his speech.

"China is still under considerable inflationary pressure this year," he added. His report set

this year's inflation target at 3.5 percent, after it came in at 2.6 percent in 2012.

"We should energetically change the growth model," Wen also said, amid demands that

China revamp its investment and export-led growth in favour of domestic spending.

A separate government document laid down a 10.7 percent rise in defence spending to

720.2 billion yuan ($115.7 billion) in 2013.

China's military budgets have risen steadily in recent years, and experts say the actual to-

tals are usually substantially higher than the publicly announced figures.

The NPC only passes measures pre-approved by party leaders, including a reorganisation of

government bureaucracy that will see major ministerial changes, including the abolition of

the much-maligned railways ministry.

It may also address China's "re-education through labour" system, which sees petty offend-

ers sent to labour camps without trial and has come under fire for abuse by local govern-

ments as a way of quashing dissent.

Leaders must start meeting the public's raised expectations, say analysts, or risk exacerbat-

ing mounting discontent about corruption, inequality, pollution and other woes.

"They are trying to improve the system of governance to keep the party in power," said

Scott Kennedy, Beijing-based director of the Indiana University research centre for Chinese

Politics and Business.

Li, the new premier, will publicly address such concerns immediately after the NPC closes

on March 17 when he holds his only news conference of the year.

Kenyans wait to know winner

after tight presidential vote
Kenyan authorities hope to deliver the final outcome of a presidential vote on Wednesday,

after partial results showed a lead for a politician wanted in the Hague over tribal violence

at the last election five years ago.

Counting since Monday's vote has been slow, and a new electronic voter system has been

plagued by hitches, leading to complaints by political parties and anxiety among voters

fearful that a flawed process could lead to another violent dispute.

Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta, 51, has kept an early lead since results started trick-

ling in after polls closed on Monday, but some strongholds for his rival Prime Minister Raila

Odinga, 68, have yet to declare their results.

After problems with the electronic system, the electoral commission said it would rely in-

stead on results being delivered manually to a national tallying center overnight. It said it

hoped to declare the winner on Wednesday and urged Kenyans to remain calm.

Results released on Tuesday with half of ballots counted showed Kenyatta, son of Kenya's

independence leader and one of Africa's richest men, leading with 53 percent, against 42

percent for veteran politician Odinga.

Kenyatta and his deputy presidential running mate are both wanted in the Hague on charges

of unleashing death squads after the last vote in 2007, which both men deny.

The last election saw some 1,200 people killed in ethnic violence after outgoing president

Mwai Kibaki was declared the victor over Odinga. This time, Monday's vote saw at least 15

people killed in pockets of violence but no repeat so far of unrest on such a large scale.

If neither major candidate wins 50 percent of the vote, Kenyatta and Odinga would have to

face each other in a second round run-off, penciled in for next month if necessary.

"We can confirm that our returning officers are expected to bring the physical results at

anytime now, which will lead to the final results. What matters here is the final result and

they are coming in," Ahmed Issack Hassan, chairman of the Independent Electoral and Bound-

aries commission, told a news conference on Tuesday evening.

Hassan repeated that despite the hitches, he expected the vote to be fair and credible.

"We therefore continue to appeal for patience from the public," he said earlier in the day.

"Nobody should celebrate, nobody should complain."

To try to prevent a repeat of the contested outcome that sparked the violence after the

December 2007 vote, the new, broadly-respected election commission is using more tech-

nology to prevent fraud, speed up counting and increase transparency. But the new system

has come up short of its expectations.

Election officials had said turnout was more than 70 percent of the 14.3 million eligible

voters. Kenyans, who waited patiently in long lines, hope the vote will restore the nation's

image as one of Africa's more stable democracies, damaged by the tribal blood-letting in

2007. Kenya is East Africa's biggest economy and, although led by authoritarian and corrupt

rulers for most of its half century of independence, has been spared the civil wars that

devastated neighbors like Somalia, Sudan, Uganda and Rwanda.

More recently it has served as an ally of the West against Islamist militancy in the horn of

Africa, sending troops to Somalia to fight al-Shabaab rebels. An explosion struck a predomi-

nantly Somali neighborhood in the capital Nairobi late on Tuesday, injuring one person,

highlighting the threat from insurgents in the region.

The United States and Western donors have watched the vote closely, concerned about the

stability of their ally and fretting about what to do if Kenyatta wins and its new president is

an indicted international crimes suspect.

The broadly peaceful voting on Monday and the big turnout are positive signs, but the real

test will be whether the candidates and their backers accept the result.

The shilling currency lost some of its earlier gains after the slow count cast doubt on whether

a first-round victor would emerge. Analysts said an outright win would be preferred to a

run-off, which would prolong uncertainty.

As in past elections in Kenya, much of the voting has been on ethnic lines, with Kenyatta

enjoying strong support among his Kikuyu tribe, Kenya's largest, and Odinga backed by the

Luo, the tribe which includes the family of U.S. President Barack Obama.

In a country with a handful of large tribes and dozens of smaller ones, both candidates lead

broader coalitions and are also relying on support from the tribes of their running mates.

William Ruto, Kenyatta's running mate who also faces charges of crimes against humanity

at the ICC, said the process of tallying and relaying results had seen serious challenges.

The electoral commission decided to count more than 330,000 ballots that had earlier been

disallowed. Ruto suggested this could be a move to block a Kenyatta victory in the first

round. "We want to believe that this is not an attempt to deny the Jubilee Coalition a first

round victory as is clearly now on the wall," he

told reporters, referring to a screen with the

latest tally. "We urge every Kenyan to be calm

and very patient and await the official release

of these results by the commission."

All the candidates have pledged to accept the

outcome, and ordinary Kenyans speak passion-

ately about their determination not to allow a

repeat of the violence five years ago.

Streets have been all but deserted with busi-

nesses closed, including supermarkets and se-

curity personnel were beefed up countrywide

in readiness for possible demonstrators.

Some residents in Odinga's western Kisumu

heartland were still optimistic that the tide

would change in his favor.


